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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

This report is the third part of a 
implementation plan that has been developed for 

three-phase recycling 
the County of Arlington 

and the City of Alexandria, Virginia. Phase lA examined materials 
markets, exi st i ng recyc 1 i ng efforts and waste compos it ion. Phase 1 B 
focused on the development of three scenarios for implementing recycling. 
This report, Phase lC, is a detailed plan for implementing the recycling 
strategy selected by the Recycling Subcommittee after review of the Phase 
IB report. 

Briefly, the scenarios developed in Phase IB can be described as 
follows - Scenario 1 centered on the development of a network of dropoff 
centers and facilitation of source separation for commercial generators. 
Scenario 2 focused on the extensive use of curbside collection provided 
by the publ ic sector (either directly or through contracts with the 
private sector) to both residential and commercial generators. 
Construction and operation of a materials recovery facility (MRF) were 
included in this scenario. Scenario 3 built on the use of dropoff centers 
in Scenario 1 by including the development of a system for the processing 
of selected loads of mixed waste from the commercial sector. 

The scenarios, along with associated costs, were presented to the 
Recycling Subcommittee. After discussion and some modifications, the 
Subcommittee selected Scenario 2 as the alternative to develop into the 
recommended recycling implementation plan. Modifications to the original 
Scenario 2 in the Phase IB report included a reduction in the program 
components that are to be sponsored by the jurisdictions. The 
Subcommittee felt that, at least initially, the private sector should be 
allowed to perform source separation functions for multi-family and 
commerci a 1 generators because of thei r hi storica 1 i nvol vement in waste 
collection for these generator segments. If, after an evaluation period, 
materials recovery rates are inadequate to meet the State diversion goals 
for recycling, public provision of these services should be considered. 
The implementation schedule will address this issue. 

1393-01-1106 1-1 
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2.0 RECYCLING IMPLEMENTATION 

The following is a discussion of the recommended recycling program 
as it will be realized in 1995, when all components are at full-scale 
operation. The program is expected to begin as a voluntary program until 
a MRF is completed. At that point, participation by all sectors, 
including single-family, multi-family and commercial, would become 
mandatory. 

Interim activities will be necessary as the program moves toward 
full-scale operation. Short-term efforts, including a pilot study of 
residential curbside collection and expansion. of existing dropoff centers, 
will be addressed in Chapter 5 of this report. 

The recycling program centers on the collection of source separated 
recyclables. Publicly sponsored collection will be provided for residents 
that currently receive Municipal Solid Waste (MSW) collection service. 
The jurisdictions will serve in a facilitating role to encourage the 
provision of comparable services to multi-family and commercial generators 
by pri vate sector forces. Exi sting dropoff centers wi 11 be expanded 
during the early stages of implementation to incorporate additional 
materials. A Materials Recovery Facility (MRF) will be constructed and 
operated either by the jurisdictions or under contract with a private 
operator. The possibility of a regional MRF serving several area 
jurisdictions should also be explored. For the purpose of this plan, it 
is assumed that Arlington and Alexandria are jointly responsible for 
construction and operation of a MRF. Program components for the two 
jurisdictions are shown in Table 2-1. 

2.1 COLLECTION 
Materials targeted in the recommended recycling program include: 

Newspaper 

Cardboard 

High-Grade Paper (offices only) 

Aluminum 

1393-01-1106 2-1 
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2125/90 TABLE 2-1 

ARLINGTON COUNTY I CITY OF ALEXANDRIA 

SUMMARY OF RECYCLING ACTIVITIES 

NOTES: 
SF = single-family detached housing AI. aluminum HHW '" household hazardous waste 

MF = multi-family housing 

ONP = old newspaper 

oce = corrugated cardboard 

Fe. ferrouB metals 
HOPE. high-dansity polyethylene (e.g •• milk jugs) 

PET. polyethylene terephthalate (e.g •• beverage containers) 
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Tin and Bi-metal Cans 

Glass 

HDPE and PET Plastics 

Yard Waste 

Some materials, such as yard waste, scrap metal and appliances (i.e., 
white goods), are currently accepted at certain dropoff locations or 
collected on demand. These programs should continue. 

Single-family residential generators will be provided with curbside 
collection of recyclables by either direct municipal service or private 
service under contract with the County and City. Specific recommendations 
concerning the methods of collection, discussed in the Phase IB Report, 
include weekly collection of commingled recyclables and the provision of 
single household storage bins and specialized trucks that allow 
preliminary sorting of materials at the curb. Although referred to as 
single-family curbside, service can be offered to any household that 
currently receives municipal refuse collection, which may include some 
single-family detached homes, duplexes, condominiums, or townhouses. 
Processing at a central MRF will allow sorting of the materials before 
marketing, so that complete curbside sorting may not be necessary. 

Multi-family buildings and complexes receive trash collection from 
private haulers, so it is recommended that recyclables collection be 
simi 1 arly provided. Promoti onal efforts wi 11 be focused at residents, 
building owners and managers, and potential service providers to encourage 
participation at all these levels. 

by: 
Participation by multi-family buildings and complexes may be impacted 

Adequate space within housing units. 

Adequate space for centralized collection areas. 

Private haulers to provide service. 

Willingness of building owners to make building modifications 
to facilitate materials handling. 

1393-01-1106 2-2 
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Diversion estimates for multi-family units have been developed using 
current recovery levels from the Alexandria condominium newspaper 
collection program to project multi-material recovery from occupant-owned 
units. Although participation in these units has been good, fewer rental 
buildings would be expected to participate in the context of a voluntary 
program. Even with a mandatory program, 50 percent of multi-family units 
are expected to have difficulty in participating fully, given the barriers 
mentioned above. Collection methods and frequency will be decided by the 
service provider and the building owner. Higher participation may result 
from the mandatory program status, however, enforcement is difficult in 
the multi-family setting. 

Residential yard waste collection and processing will continue 
according to current practice. Source separation wi 11 continue to be 
encouraged in promotional materials, and source reduction of yard waste 
(producing less yard waste by not bagging grass cl ippings and doing 
backyard composting) will be encouraged as well. Staff will also work 
with commercial lawn care and landscaping firms to encourage them to 
source separate their vegetative waste and dispose of it at the 
jurisdictions' yard waste processing facilities if they do not privately 
process the materials. Limited site improvements and purchase of 
equipment for forming and turning windrows are programmed for existing 
sites. 

Yard waste processing within Alexandria is presently limited by the 
availability of a suitable site. Recent leaf volumes have overburdened 
the previously used site, and it may not be available in the future. One 
or more sites must be made available immediately to handle current volumes 
of leaves and should be sufficiently large to handle grass clippings, 
brush, limbs and other types of yard waste. Based upon projected yard 
waste volume and assuming that 40 to 60 percent will be compostable 
material such as leaves and grass clippings, six to nine acres of 
processing space would be required. The remaining 40 percent of collected 
yard waste is assumed to be limbs, branches, shrubbery and other brushy 
types of materials which could be chipped or ground and used for mulch. 
This material would be stored on-site for short periods and would be 
received, chipped or ground and then be delivered to or picked up by 

1393-01-1106 2-3 
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Metro Washington area. While this approach has some merit, it is 
uncerta in whether the concept will ever be real i zed. Further, if the 
regional MRF were to be located some distance from the City and County, 
the transportation impact could outweigh the benefits. 

There have also been rumors' regarding a "merchant" MRF - i.e., one 
which is financed, constructed and operated privately. Because all the 
major jurisdictions in the Washington area are planning recycling 
programs, this is a plausible concept. The questions to be answered are: 

When will such a facility be available? 

What fees will be charged to users? 

Where will the facility be located? 

What contract terms will be avail abl e? 

Because both the publ icly sponsored regional and private MRF are 
uncertain, it is prudent for Arlington and Alexandria to plan to implement 
a facility to meet their needs. The other possibilities should be 
carefully monitored. If, at the point serious financial and/or 
contractual commitments must be made, these possibilities are actually 
available, they must be evaluated against a facility to serve the two 
jurisdictions. Conversely, rapid implementation of a MRF by the 
jurisdictions could allow them to process other jurisdictions' 
recyclables. This could provide significant economic benefits to the City 
and County. 

With the exception of white goods, which will be marketed directly 
(as they are currently), recyclable materials collected by· the 
jurisdictions will be processed at a central MRF, as summarized in the 
flow diagrams in Figures 2-1, 2-2 and 2-3. Processing at the MRF will 
include sorting, reject removal, and densification (using balers, 
crusher/blowers and similar equipment). Privately collected materials may 
be processed privately or arrangements made with the publ ic MRF. The 
degree to which existing private processors are able or willing to expand 
their capacity is uncertain. It is also unclear whether private 
recyclables collectors would prefer to deal with private processors or a 

1393-01-1106 2-5 
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2124/90 TABLEA-19 

ARLINGTON I ALEXANDRIA RECYCLING PLAN 
ECONOMIC SENSmVITY ANALYSIS 

ALEXANDRIA YARD WASTE PROCESSING & COLLECTION 
HIGH PARTICIPATION 

# of units 
A. CAPITAL COSTS 

1. SITE (Assumes no site aquisition cost) 
Site work (grading, paving, drainage & 
watering systems, roads, fencing, signs) 

Total Site Cost 

2. EQUIPMENT 
Windrow turner 
Front-end loader 
Tub Grinder 
Chipper (Use of existing chipper) 
Hand tools 

SUBTOTAL, Equipment Cost 

TOTAL, Capital Cost 

B. ANNUAL COSTS 
1. OWNERSHIP COSTS 

Debt service payments 
Site Work (9% Interest, 20-year amortization) 
Equipment (9% Interest, 5-year amortization) 

SUBTOTAL, Ownership costs 

2. OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE 
Labor 

Recycling supervisor 
Recycling specialist 
Support staff 

SUBTOTAL, Salaries 
Labor overhead and fringe benefits (@ 62%) 
SUBTOTAL, Labor 

Operating Expense 
Processing (1) 
Leaf collection (2) 
Liability & insurance 
Utilities 
Site, bldg., & equip. maintenance 
ReSidue disposal (5% of tonnage) 

SUBTOTAL, Operating expenses 

TOTAL, Operation and Maintenance 

TOTAL, Annual costs 
Contingency (@ 15%) 

TOTAL, Annual cost with contingency 

1 SITE 

o 

0.10 
0.20 
0.20 

469 

unit price 

$185,000 EA 
$155,000 EA 
$150,000 EA 

$37,390 Iyear 
$30,576 Iyear 
$17,559 Iyear 

$40 Iton 

NOTES: 1. ESTIMATED BASED ON CURRENT COSTS REPORTED BY Al.EXANDAIA STAFF, 
1980 DOllARS. INCLUDES LABOR BUT EXCLUDES REVENUE. 

2. ESTIMATED BASED ON CUMENT COSTS REPORTED BY ALEXANDPUt STAFF, 
1980 DOLlARS. INCt,UDES LABOR AND HAULlNQ COSTS. 

costs. 1990 

1.000.000 
$1,000,000 

o 
155,000 
150,000 

o 
1.000 

$306,000 

$1,306,000 

110,000 
79.000 

$189,000 

3,700 
6,100 
3.500 

$13,300 
$8.200 

$21,500 

12,100 
152,400 

5,000 
60,000 
20,000 
18.800 

$268,300 

$289,800 

$478,800 
$71,800 

$550,600 
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2124/90 TABLEA-20 

ARLINGTON/ALEXANDRIA RECYCLING PLAN 
ECONOMIC SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

HIGH PARTICIPATION - MATERIALS RECOVERY FACILITY 

# of units 
A. CAPITAL COSTS 

1. SITE WORK (assumes ownership of 3-acre site) 
Processing building 20,000 SF 
Buildings for truck storage 3,500 SF 
Paving 7,000 SY 
Fencing 1,500 LF 
Signs and landscaping 
Utility installiation 
Misc. 

SUBTOTAL, Site cost 

2. EQUIPMENT 
Baler (horizontal with conveyor) 
Conveyors 
Glass crusher 
Magnetic separator, flaUenerlblower 
Front-end loader 
Forklift 
Scales (60,000 GW above ground) 

SUBTOTAL, Equipment Cost 

TOTAL, Capital Costs 

B. ANNUAL COSTS 
1. OWNERSHIP COSTS (Debt service) 

Building (9'A> Interest, 20-year amortization) 
Equipment (9'A> interest, 5-year amortization) 

SUBTOTAL, Ownership Cost 

2. OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE 
Labor 
Processing plant supervisor 
Processing plant operators 
Dispatcher/weigh master 
Recycling supervisor 
Recycling specialist 
Support staff 

SUBTOTAL, Salaries 
Labor overhead and fringe benefits (@ 62%) 
SUBTOTAL, Labor 

1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 

1 
6 
1 

0.5 
0.5 
0.5 

Operating Expenses 
MRF 
Residue Disposal (5'A> of tonnage) 

SUBTOTAL, Operating expenses 

17,501 tpy 
900 tpy 

TOTAL, Operation and Maintenance 

TOTAL, Annual costs 
Contingency (@15'A» 

TOTAL, Annual costs with contingency 

Cost per incoming ton 17,501 tpy 

unit price 

$60 /SF 
$30 /SF 
$27 /SY 
$16 /LF 

$312,500 EA 
$100,000 EA 
$11,250 EA 

$125,000 EA 
$155,000 EA 
$40,000 EA 
$30,000 EA 

$30,000 /year 
$17,500 /year 
$25,000 /year 
$37,390 /year 
$30,576 /year 
$17,559 /year 

$5 /ton 
$40 /ton 

costs. 1990 $ 

1,200,000 
105,000 
189,000 
24,000 
40,000 

150,000 
100.000 

$1,808,000 

312,500 
200,000 

11,250 
125,000 
155,000 
80,000 
30.000 

$913,750 

$2,721,800 

198.000 
235.000 

$433,000 

30,000 
105,000 
25,000 
18,700 
15,300 
8.800 

$202,800 
$125.700 
$328,500 

87,505 
36,000 

$123,505 

$452,005 

$885,000 
$132.800 

$1,017,800 

$58 
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2122190 TABLEA-9 

U ARLINGTON/ALEXANDRIA RECYCLING PLAN 
CONCEPTUAL ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 

c , MATERIALS RECOVERY FACILITY 
I 

, 

L-, # of units unit Qri~e costs, 1990 l! 
A. CAPITAL COSTS 

1. SITE WORK (assumes ownership of 3-acre site) 

- Processing building 20,000 SF $60 /SF 1,200,000 
Buildings for truck storage 3,500 SF $30 /SF 105,000 
Paving 7,000 SY $27 /SY 189,000 

~ 
Fencing 1,500 LF $16 /LF 24,000 
Signs and landscaping 40,000 

Utility installiation 150,000 

Misc. 100,000 
L...; SUBTOTAL, Site cost $1,808,000 

2. EQUIPMENT 
Baler (horizontal with conveyor) 1 $312,500 EA 312,500 

.....; 
Conveyors 2 $100,000 EA 200,000 
Glass crusher $11,250 EA 11,250 
Magnetic separator, flattener/blower 1 $125,000 EA 125,000 

L.. Front-end loader 1 $155,000 EA 155,000 
Forklift 2 $40,000 EA 80,000 
Scales (60,000 GW above ground) 1 $30,000 EA 30,000 

U SUBTOTAL, Equipment Cost $913,750 

TOTAL, Capital Costs $2,721,800 

~ B. ANNUAL COSTS 
1. OWNERSHIP COSTS (Debt service) 

! . Building (9% interest, 20-year amortization) 198,000 

'-' Equipment (9% Interest, 5-year amortization) 235,000 
SUBTOTAL, Ownership Cost $433,000 

r ; 
2. OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE 

L.. Labor 
Processing plant supervisor 1 $30,000 /year 30,000 
Processing plant operators 5 $17,500 /year 87,500 
Dispatcher/weigh master 1 $25,000 /year 25,000 
Recycling supervisor 0.5 $37,390 /year 18,700 

r ' Recycling specialist 0.5 $30,576 /year 15,300 

L 
Support staff 0.5 $17,559 /year 8,800 

SUBTOTAL, Salaries $185,300 
Labor overhead and fringe benefits (@ 62%) j;114,900 

i , 
SUBTOTAL, Labor $300,200 i i 

L 
Operating Expenses 

MRF 14,100 tpy $5 /ton 70,500 
Residue Disposal (5% of tonnage) 700 tpy $40 /ton 28.000 

L. SUBTOTAL, Operating expenses $98,500 

, , 
TOTAL, Operation and Maintenance $398,700 

L 
TOTAL, Annual costs $831,700 

I ~ Contingency (@15%) $124,800 

L TOTAL, Annual costs with contingency $956,500 

Cost per processed ton 14,100 tpy $68 , , 
'-" 
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2125/90 TABLEA-10 

ARLINGTON/ALEXANDRIA RECYCLING PLAN 
CONCEPTUAL ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 

ARLINGTON COUNTY BASELINE PROGRAM REVENUES (1990 DOLLARS) 

TPY §!ITON (1l 
ANNUAL REVENUES 

MATERIAL SALES (2) 
Newsprint 6,142 
Corrugated 57 
Other paper 0 
Plastics 772 
Ferrous 350 
Aluminum 198 
Glass 724 
ComposUmulch 7.367 (3) 

SUBTOTAL, Net sales revenue 

TOTAL ANNUAL REVENUE 

NOTE: 
1. PRICE REFLECTS HIGHER MARKET VALUE OF PROCESSED GOODS AFTER 

REMOVAL OF REJECTS. 

$0 
$35 
$35 
$80 
$30 

$800 
$35 
$15 

2. ASSUMES MATERIALS ARE SOLD AFTER REMOVAL OF REJECTS. DOES NOT ADDRESS 

REVENUE FROM WHITE GOODS. 

3. ASSUMES 20% REDUCTION BY WEIGHT FOR TYPICAL COMPOSTING PROCEDURES AND 

SALE OF HALF OF THE PROCESSED TONNAGE. 

TOTAL REVENUES 

$0 
$2,000 

$0 
$61,800 
$10,500 

$158,400 
$25,300 

§!110.500 

$368,500 

$368,500 
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2125/90 TABLEA-11 

ARLINGTON/ALEXANDRIA RECYCLING PLAN 
CONCEPlUAL ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 

ALEXANDRIA BASEUNE PROGRAM REVENUES (1990 DOLLARS) 

TPY ~ITON (1l 
ANNUAL REVENUES 

MATERIAL SALES (2) 
Newsprint 4,038 
Corrugated 46 
Other paper 0 
Plastics 418 
Ferrous 176 
Aluminum 99 
Glass 366 
Compost/mulch 2.654 (3) 

SUBTOTAL, Net sales revenue 

TOTAL ANNUAL REVENUE 

NOTE: 

1. PRICE REFLECTS HIGHER MARKET VALUE OF PROCESSED GOODS AFTER 
REMOVAL OF REJECTS. 

$0 
$35 
$35 
$80 
$30 

$800 
$35 
$15 

2. ASSUMES MATERIALS ARE SOLO AFTER REMOVAL OF REJECTS. DOES NOT ADDRESS 
REVENUE FROM WHITE GOODS. 

3. ASSUMES 20% REDUCTION BY WEIGHT FOR TYPICAL COMPOSTING PROCEDURES AND 

SALE OF HALF OF THE PROCESSED TONNAGE. 

TOTAL REVENUES 

$0 
$1,600 

$0 
$33,400 
$5,300 

$79,200 
$12,800 
$39.800 

$172,100 

$172,100 
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2/15/90 
TABLEA-12 

ARLINGTON/ALEXANDRIA RECYCLING PLAN 
ECONOMIC SENSmVITY ANALYSIS 

ARLINGTON COUNTY - GENERAL PROGRAM REVENUES 
LOW REVENUE PROJECTION 

(1990 DOLLARS) 

$ITON (1) TOTAL REVENUES 

ANNUAL REVENUES 

MATERIAL SALES (2) 
Newsprint 6,142 ($20) (122,800) 

Corrugated 57 $5 
Other paper 0 $20 

Plastics 772 $20 

Ferrous 350 $20 

Aluminum 198 $600 

Glass 724 $25 

ComposUmulch 7.367 (3) $5 

SUBTOTAL, Net sales revenue 

TOTAL ANNUAL REVENUE 

NOTE: 
1. PRICE REFLECTS HIGHER MARKET VALUE OF PROCESSED GOODS AFTER 

REMOVAL OF REJECTS. 

2. ASSUMES MATERIALS ARE SOLD AFTER REMOVAL OF REJECTS. DOES NOT ADDRESS 

REVENUE FROM WHITE GOODS 

3. ASSUMES 20% REDUCTION BY WEIGHT FOR TYPICAL COMPOSTING PROCEDURES AND 

SALE OF HALF OF THE PROCESSED TONNAGE. 

300 
0 

15,400 
7,000 

118,800 
18,100 
36.800 

$73,600 

$73,600 
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NOTE: 

1. PRICE REFLECTS HIGHER MARKET VALUE OF PROCESSED GOODS AFTER 

REMOVAL OF REJECTS. 
2. ASSUMES MATERIALS ARE SOLD AFTER REMOVAL OF REJECTS. DOES NOT ADDRESS 

REVENUE FROM WHITE GOODS 
3. ASSUMES 20% REDUCTION BY WEIGHT FOR TYPICAL COMPOSTING PROCEDURES AND 

SALE OF HALF OF THE PROCESSED TONNAGE. 
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2/22/90 TABLEA-14 

ARLINGTON/ALEXANDRIA RECYCLING PLAN 
CONCEPTUAL ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 

ARLINGTON 
HIGH PARTICIPATION - PROGRAM REVENUES (1990 DOLLARS) 

TPY mON (ll TOTAL REVENUES 
ANNUAL REVENUES 

MATERIAL SALES (2) 
Newsprint 6,589 $0 
Corrugated 67 $35 
Other paper 0 $35 
Plastics 1,319 $80 
Ferrous 2,892 $30 
Aluminum 309 $800 
Glass 1,160 $35 
Compost/mulch 8,175 (3) $15 

SUBTOTAL, Net sales revenue 

TOTAL ANNUAL REVENUE 

NOTE: 

1. PRICE REFLECTS HIGHER MARKET VALUE OF PROCESSED GOODS AFTER 

REMOVAL OF REJECTS. 

2. ASSUMES MATERIALS ARE SOLD AFTER REMOVAL OF REJECTS. DOES NOT ADDRESS 

REVENUE FROM WHITE GOODS 

$0 
$2,300 

$0 
$105,500 
$86,800 

$247,200 
$40,600 

$122,600 

$605,000 

$605,000 

3. ASSUMES 20% REDUCTION BY WEIGHT FOR TYPICAL COMPOSTING PROCEDURES AND 

SALE OF HALF OF THE PROCESSED TONNAGE. 
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2122190 TABLE A -15 

ARLINGTON/ALEXANDRIA RECYCLING PLAN 
CONCEPTUAL ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 

ALEXANDRIA 
HIGH PARTlCIPA1l0N - PROGRAM REVENUES (1990 DOLLARS) 

TPY ~ITON (11 TOTAL REVENUES 
ANNUAL REVENUES 

MATERIAL SALES (2) 
Newsprint 4,894 $0 
Corrugated 93 $35 
Other paper 0 $35 
Plastics 649 $80 
Ferrous 276 $30 
Aluminum 155 $800 
Glass 568 $35 
ComposUmulch 3,572 (3) $15 

SUBTOTAL, Net sales revenue 

TOTAL ANNUAL REVENUE 

NOTE: 
1. PRICE REFLECTS HIGHER MARKET VALUE OF PROCESSED GOODS AFTER 

REMOVAL OF REJECTS. 

2. ASSUMES MATERIALS ARE SOLD AFTER REMOVAL OF REJECTS. DOES NOT ADDRESS 

REVENUE FROM WHITE GOODS 

$0 
$3,300 

$0 
$51,900 
$8,300 

$124,000 
$19,900 
$53,600 

$261,000 

$261,000 

3. ASSUMES 20% REDUCTION BY WEIGHT FOR TYPICAL COMPOSTING PROCEDURES AND 

SALE OF HALF OF THE PROCESSED TONNAGE. 
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2124/90 TABLEA-16 

ARLINGTON 1 ALEXANDRIA RECYCLING PLAN 
ECONOMIC SENSmVITY ANALYSIS 

ARLINGTON SINGLE-FAMILY CURBSIDE COLLECTION 
HIGH PARTICIPATION 

# of units unit r;!rice 
A. CAPITAL INVESTMENT 

1. EQUIPMENT 
Collection vehicles for curbside collection 
including 30% spares 9 $80,000 NEH 
Curbside containers for each household + 5% 28,736 $6 EA 

SUBTOTAL, Equipment cost 

TOTAL, Capital Costs 

B. ANNUAL COSTS 
1. OWNERSHIP COSTS 

Equipment (9% Interest, 5-year amortization) 

SUBTOTAL, Ownership Cost 

2. OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE 
Labor 
Collection supervisor 0.5 $23,939 'year 
Drivers/collectors 9 $17,559 'year 
Route inspectors 1 $23,939 'year 
Recycling supervisor 0.5 $37,390 'year 
Recycling specialist 0.5 $30,576 Iyear 
Support staff 0.5 $17,559 Iyear 

SUBTOTAL, Salaries 

Labor overhead and fringe benefits (@62%) 
SUBTOTAL, Labor 

Operating Expenses 
Licensing 9 $500 EA 
Truck O&M 9 $15,000 EA 
Fuel 9 $5,000 EA 

SUBTOTAL, Operating expenses 

TOTAL, Operation and Maintenance 

3. PROMOTION AND EDUCATION 

TOTAL, Annual costs 
Contingency (@15%) 

TOTAL, Annual costs with contingency 

costs, 1990 $ 

720,000 
172,400 

$892,400 

$892,400 

229,000 

$229,000 

12,000 
158,000 
23,900 
18,700 
15,300 
8,800 

$237,000 

$146,900 
$383,900 

4,500 
135,000 
45,000 

$184,500 

$568,400 

$60,000 

$857,400 
$129,000 

$986,400 
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2124/90 TABLEA-17 

ARLINGTON 1 ALEXANDRIA RECYCLING PLAN 
ECONOMIC SENsmVITY ANALYSIS 

ALEXANDRIA SINGLE-FAMILY CURBSIDE COLLECTION 
HIGH PARTICIPATION 

A. CAPITAL INVESTMENT 
1. EQUIPMENT 

Collection vehicles for curbside collection 
including 30% spares 
Curbside containers for each household + 5% 

SUBTOTAL, Equipment cost 

TOTAL, Capital Costs 

B. ANNUAL COSTS 
1. OWNERSHIP COSTS 

Equipment (9% interest, 5-year amortization) 

SUBTOTAL, Ownership Cost 

2. OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE 
Labor 
Collection supervisor 
Drivers/collectors 
Route Inspectors 
Recycling supervisor 
Recycling specialist 
Support staff 

SUBTOTAL, Salaries 

Labor overhead and fringe benefits (@62%) 
SUBTOTAL, Labor 

Operating Expenses 
Licensing 
TruckO&M 
Fuel 

SUBTOTAL, Operating expenses 

TOTAL, Operation and Maintenance 

3. PROMOTION AND EDUCATION 

TOTAL, Annual costs 
Contingency (@15%) 

TOTAL, Annual costs with contingency 

It of units 

6 
19,396 

0.5 
6 

0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 

6 
6 
6 

unit price 

$80,000 NEH 
$6 EA 

$23,939 Iyear 
$17,559 Iyear 
$23,939 Iyear 
$37,390 Iyear 
$30,576 Iyear 
$17,559 Iyear 

$500 EA 
$15,000 EA 
$5,000 EA 

costs. 1990 $ 

480,000 
116.400 

$596,400 

$596,400 

153.000 

$153,000 

12,000 
105,400 
12,000 
18,700 
15,300 
8,800 

$172,000 

§106,600 
$278,600 

3,000 
90,000 
30,000 

$123,000 

$401,600 

$40,000 

$594,600 
$89,000 

$683,600 
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2124/90 TABLE A-18 

ARLINGTON I ALEXANDRIA RECYCLING PLAN 
ECONOMIC SENSmVITY ANALYSIS 

ARLINGTON COUNTY YARD WASTE COLLECTION & PROCESSING 
HIGH PARTICIPATION 

# of units 
A. CAPITAL COSTS 

1. SITE (Assumes no site aqulsitlon cost) 
Site work (grading, paving, drainage & 

watering systems, roads, fencing, signs) 
Total Site Cost 

2. EQUIPMENT 
Windrow turner 
Front-end loader 
Tub Grinder 
Chipper (Use of existing chipper) 
Hand tools 

SUBTOTAL, Equipment Cost 

TOTAL, Capital Cost 

B. ANNUAL COSTS 
1. OWNERSHIP COSTS 

Debt service payments 
Site Work (9% Interest, 20-year amortization) 
Equipment (9% interest, 5-year amortization) 

SUBTOTAL, Ownership costs 

2. OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE 
Labor 
Recycling supervisor 
Recycling specialist 
Support staff 

SUBTOTAL, Salaries 
Labor overhead and fringe benefits (@ 62%) 
SUBTOTAL, Labor 

Operating Expenses 
Processing (1) 
Leaf collection (2) 
Brush collection (2) 
liability & Insurance 
Utilities 
Site, bldg., & equip. maintenance 
Residue disposal (5% of tonnage) 

SUBTOTAL, Operating expenses· 

TOTAL,. Operation and Maintenance 

TOTAL, Annual costs 
Contingency (@ 15%) 

TOTAL, Annual cost with contingency 

1 SITE 

1 
o 
1 

0.15 
0.30 
0.30 

1075 

unit price 

$185,000 EA 
$155,000 EA 
$150,000 EA 

$37,390 Iyear 
$30,576 Iyear 
$17,559 Iyear 

$40 Iton 

NOTES: 1. ESTIMATED BASED ON CURRENT COSTS REPORTED BY ARLINGTON COUNTY STAFF. 
1N) DOllARS. INCLUDES LABOR BUT EXClUDES REVENUE. 

2. ESTIMATED BASED ON CUMENT COSTS REPORTED BV ARLINGTON COUNTY, 
1180 DOlLAR8. INCLUoes LABOR AND HAULING COSTS. 

costs. 1990 

1,250,000 
$1,250,000 

185,000 
155.000 

o 
o 

1000 
$341,000 

$1.591.000 

137,000 
88,000 

$225,000 

5,600 
9,200 
5,300 

$20,100 
$12,500 
$32,600 

15,700 
496,700 
117,000 

.5,000 
60,000 
20,000 
43,000 

$757,400 

$790.000 

$1,015,000 
$152.000 

$1,167,000 



mi 11 ion, 1 ess the revenues, projected to be approximately $541,000, 
reduces annual costs to approximately $4 million. Avoided costs accruing 
to the jurisdictions were projected to be $1.2 million, resulting in an 
average net cost of $2.8 million or $46 per ton diverted. 

Educational strategies for schools and civic groups were suggested 
to teach people about recycling and sol id wast.e concepts. Promotional 
techniques specifically targeted at the .constituents of each program 
component were identified. Messages aimed at the generators were 
recommended for all components; for those components that are to be served 
by private forces, additional promotional materials were recommended for 
enlisting the involvement of private collection services. 

The development of pilot curbside collection programs is recommended 
to allow testing of equipment, collection techniques, levels of 
separation, and promotional materials. and to estimate levels of 
participation before full-scale implementation. This will allow better 
estimates of the capital equipment and labor needs before all equipment 
is purchased. 

The schedule allows for the phasing of the pilot program and the 
encouragement of private collection services for multi-family and 
commercial generators. Evaluation points are scheduled for 3 to 6 months 
after the start of a program component and annually thereafter. Decision 
points are recommended at times to indicate the need to assess the 
diversion relative to the State goals. If progress is not adequate to 
allow the meeting of the goals, options for improving the recycling rate 
will be considered, incl uding incentives, stricter mandatory enforcement 
mechanisms or increased operational involvement by the jurisdictions. 
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2115/90 TABLEA-1 

ARLINGTONIALEXANDRIA RECYCLING PLAN 
CONCEPTUAL ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 

ARLINGTON SINGLE-FAMILY CURBSIDE COLLECTION 

A. CAPITAL INVESTMENT 
1. EQUIPMENT 

Collection vehicles for curbside collection 
including 30% spares 
Curbside containers for each household + 5% 

SUBTOTAL, Equipment cost 

TOTAL, Capital Costs 

B. ANNUAL COSTS 
1. OWNERSHIP COSTS 

Equipment (9% Interest, 5-year amortization) 

SUBTOTAL, Ownership Cost 

2. OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE 
Labor 

Collection supervisor 
Drivers/collectors 
Route inspectors 
Recycling supervisor 
Recycling specialist 
Support staff 

SUBTOTAL, Salaries 

Labor overhead and fringe benefits (@62%) 
SUBTOTAL, Labor 

Operating Expenses 
Licensing 
Truck O&M 
Fuel 

SUBTOTAL, Operating expenses 

TOTAL, Operation and Maintenance 

3. PROMOTION AND EDUCATION 

TOTAL, Annual costs 
Contingency (@15%) 

TOTAL, Annual costs with contingency 

# of units 

9 
27,720 

0.5 
9 

0.5 
0.25 
0.25 
0.5 

9 
9 
9 

unit price 

$80,000 NEH 
$6 EA 

$23,939 Iyear 
$17,559 Iyear 
$23,939 Iyear 
$37,390 Iyear 
$30,576 Iyear 
$17,559 Iyear 

$500 EA 
$15,000 EA 
$5,000 EA 

costs, 1990 $ 

720,000 
166.300 

$886,300 

$886,300 

228,000 

$228,000 

12,000 
158,000 
12,000 
9,300 
7,600 
8.800 

$208,000 

$129,000 
$337,000 

4,500 
135,000 
45.000 

$184,500 

$521,500 

$60,000 

$809,500 
$121.000 

$930,500 
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2115/90 TABLEA-2 

ARLINGTON/ALEXANDRIA RECYCLING PLAN 
CONCEPTUAL ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 

ALEXANDRIA SINGLE-FAMILY CURBSIDE COLLECTION 

A. CAPITAL INVESTMENT 
1. EQUIPMENT 

Collection vehicles for curbside collection 
including 30% spares 
Curbside containers for each household + 5% 

SUBTOTAL, Equipment cost 

TOTAL, Capital Costs 

B. ANNUAL COSTS 
1. OWNERSHIP COSTS 

Equipment (90Al interest, 5-year amortization) 

SUBTOTAL, Ownership Cost 

2. OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE 
Labor 

Collection supervisor 
Drivers/collectors 
Route inspectors 
Recycling supervisor 
Recycling specialist 
Support stall 

SUBTOTAL, Salaries 

Labor overhead and fringe benefits (@620,0) 
SUBTOTAL, Labor 

Operating Expenses 
Licensing 
Truck O&M 
Fuel 

SUBTOTAL, Operating expenses 

TOTAL, Operation and Maintenance 

3. PROMOTION AND EDUCATION 

TOTAL, Annual costs 
Contingency (@150,0) 

TOTAL, Annual costs with contingency 

# of units 

5 
18,900 

0.5 
5 

0.5 
0.25 
0.25 
0.5 

5 
5 
5 

unit price 

$80,000 NEH 
$6 EA 

$23,939 /year 
$17,559 /year 
$23,939 /year 
$37,390 /year 
$30,576 /year 
$17,559 /year 

$500 EA 
$15,000 EA 

$5,000 EA 

costs, 1990 $ 

400,000 
113.400 

$513,400 

$513,400 

132.000 

$132,000 

12,000 
87,800 
12,000 
9,300 
7,600 
8.800 

$138,000 

$85,600 
$223,600 

2,500 
75,000 
25,000 

$102,500 

$326,100 

$40,000 

$498,100 
$75,000 

$573,100 
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2115/90 TABLEA-3 

ARLINGTON/ALEXANDRIA RECYCLING PLAN 
CONCEPTUAL ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 

ARLINGTON COUNTY MULTI-FAMILY SOURCE SEPARATION 

ANNUAL COSTS 
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE 
Labor 

Recycling supervisor 
Recycling specialist 
Support staff 
SUBTOTAL, Salaries 

Labor overhead and fringe benefits (@ 62%) 
SUBTOTAL, Operation & Maintenance 

Public Relations and Education 

TOTAL, Annual Costs 
Contingency (@ 15%) 

TOTAL, Annual Costs with contingency 

# of units 

0.15 
0.30 
0.15 

unit price 

$37,390 /year 
$30,576 /year 
$17,559 /year 

5,600 
9,200 
2.600 

$17,400 

$11.000 
$28,400 

$60,000 

$88,400 
$13.000 

$101,400 
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2115/90 TABLEA-4 

ARLINGTON/ALEXANDRIA RECYCLING PLAN 
CONCEPTUAL ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 

ALEXANDRIA MULTI-FAMILY SOURCE SEPARATION 

ANNUAL COSTS 
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE 
Labor 

Recycling supervisor 
Recycling specialist 
Support stall 
SUBTOTAL, Salaries 

Labor overhead and Iringe benefits (@ 62°Al) 
SUBTOTAL, Operation & Maintenance 

Public Relations and Education 

TOTAL, Annual Costs 
Contingency (@ 15%) 

TOTAL, Annual Costs with contingency 

# of units 

0.10 
0.20 
0.10 

unit price 

$37,390 /year 
$30,576 /year 
$17,559 /year 

3,700 
6,100 
1.800 

$11,600 

$7.000 
$18,600 

$40,000 

$58,600 
$9.000 

$67,600 
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2124/90 TABLEA-5 

ARLINGTON I ALEXANDRIA RECYCLING PLAN 
BASELINE CONCEPTUAL ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 

ARLINGTON COUNTY YARD WASTE COLLECTION & PROCESSING 

# of units 

A. CAPITAL COSTS 

1. SITE (Assumes no site aquisition cost) 
Site work (grading, paving, drainage & 

watering systems, roads, fenCing, signs) 

Total Site Cost 

2. EQUIPMENT 
Windrow turner 
Front-end loader 

Tub Grinder 
Chipper (Use of existing chipper) 

Hand tools 
SUBTOTAL, Equipment Cost 

TOTAL, Capital Cost 

B. ANNUAL COSTS 
1. OWNERSHIP COSTS 

Debt service payments 
Site Work (9% Interest, 20-year amortization) 

Equipment (9% interest, 5-year amortization) 
SUBTOTAL, Ownership costs 

2. OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE 
Labor 

Recycling supervisor 
Recycling specialist 
Support staff 

SUBTOTAL, Salaries 

Labor overhead and fringe benefits (@ 62%) 
SUBTOTAL, Labor 

Operating Expenses 
Processing (1) 

Leaf collection (2) 
Brush collection (2) 
Liability & Insurance 

Utilities 
Site, bldg., & equip. maintenance 
Residue disposal (5% of tonnage) 

SUBTOTAL, Operating expenses 

TOTAL, Operation and Maintenance 

TOTAL, Annual costs 
Contingency (@ 15%) 

TOTAL, Annual cost with contingency 

1 SITE 

1 
o 
1 

0.15 
0.30 
0.30 

969 

unit price 

$185,000 EA 
$155,000 EA 
$150,000 EA 

$37,390 Iyear 
$30,576 Iyear 
$17,559 Iyear 

$40 Iton 

NOTES: 1. ESTIMATED BASED ON CURRENT COSTS REPORTED BY ARLINGTON COUNTY STAFF. 
1m DOLLARS. INCLUDES LABOR BUT EXCLUDES REVENUE. 

2. ESTIMATEO BASED ON CURRENT COSTS REPORTED BY ARLINGTON COUNTY, 
1m DOLlARS. INCLUDES LABOR AND HAULING COSTS. 

costs. 1990 

1,000,000 
$1,000,000 

185,000 

155,000 
o 
o 

1000 
$341,000 

$1,341,000 

110,000 

88,000 
$198,000 

5,600 
9,200 

5.300 
$20,100 
$12,500 
$32,600 

15,700 
496,700 
117,000 

5,000 
60,000 
20,000 
38,800 

$753,200 

$785,800 

$983,800 
$148.000 

$1,132,000 
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2123/90 TABLEA-6 

L ARLINGTON I ALEXANDRIA RECYCLING PLAN 
BASELINE CONCEPTUAL ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 

i ALEXANDRIA YARD WASTE PROCESSING & COLLEcnON 
'-' 

# of units unit Ilrlce costs, 1990 
A. CAPITAL COSTS 

c...: 1. SITE (Assumes no site aquisitlon cost) 
Site work (grading, paving, drainage & 
watering systems, roads, fenCing, signs) 1 SITE 875,000 

Total Site Cost $875,000 
'--

2. EQUIPMENT 
Windrow turner 0 $185,000 EA 0 
Front-end loader 1 $155,000 EA 155,000 
Tub Grinder 1 $150,000 EA 150,000 
Chipper (Use of existing chipper) 1 0 
Hand tools 1,000 

L: SUBTOTAL, Equipment Cost $306,000 

TOTAL, Capital Cost $1,181,000 

--' B. ANNUAL COSTS 
1. OWNERSHtP COSTS 
Debt service payments 
Site Work (9% Interest, 20-year amortization) 96,000 

'-- Equipment (9% interest, 5-year amortization) 79.000 
SUBTOTAL, Ownership costs $175,000 

2. OPERATtNG AND MAINTENANCE 
'- Labor 

Recycling supervisor 0.10 $37,390 Iyear 3,700 
Recycling specialist 0.20 $30,576 Iyear 6,100 
Support staff 0.20 $17,559 Iyear 3,500 

SUBTOTAL, Salaries $13,300 
Labor overhead and fringe benefits (@ 62%) $8.200 

i SUBTOTAL, Labor $21,500 

Operating Expense 
Processing (1) 12,100 

L; 
Leaf collection (2) 152,400 
Liability & insurance 5,000 
Utilities 60,000 
Site, bldg., & equip. maintenance 20,000 
Residue disposal (5% of tonnage) 350 $40 Iton 14,000 

SUBTOTAL, Operating expenses $263,500 

TOTAL, Operation and Maintenance $285,000 
L.; 

TOTAL, Annual costs $460,000 
Contingency (@ 15%) $69,000 

L TOTAL, Annual cost with contingency $529,000 

NOTES: 1. ESTIMATED BASED ON CURRENT COSTS REPORTED BY ALEXANDRIA STAFF. 
1990 DOLLARS. INCLUDES LABOR BUT EXCLUDES REVENUE. 

2. ESTIMATED BASED ON CURRENT COSTS REPORTED BY ALEXANDRIA STAFF, - 1990 DOLLARS. INCLUDES LABOR AND HAULING COSTS. 
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2115/90 TABLEA-7 

ARLINGTON/ALEXANDRIA RECYCLING PLAN 

CONCEPTUAL ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 

ARLINGTON COUNTY OFFICE/COMMERCIAL 

ANNUAL COSTS 
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE 
Labor 

Recycling supervisor 
Recycling specialist 

Support staff 
SUBTOTAL, Salaries 

Labor overhead and fringe benefits (@ 62%) 
SUBTOTAL, Operation & Maintenance 

Public Relations and Education 

TOTAL, Annual Costs 
Contingency (@ 15%) 

TOTAL, Annual Costs with contingency 

# of unils 

0,15 

0.30 
0.30 

unit price 

$37,390 /year 
$30,576 /year 

$17,559 /year 

5,600 
9,200 
5,300 

$20,100 

$12,000 
$32,100 

$60,000 

$92,100 
$14,000 

$106,100 
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2115/90 TABLEA-8 

ARLINGTON/ALEXANDRIA RECYCLING PLAN 
CONCEPTUAL ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 

ALEXANDRIA OFFICE/COMMERCIAL 

ANNUAL COSTS 
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE 
Labor 

Recycling supervisor 
Recycling specialist 
Support staff 
SUBTOTAL, Salaries 

Labor overhead and fringe benefits (@ 62%) 
SUBTOTAL, Operation & Maintenance 

Public Relations and Education 

TOTAL, Annual Costs 
Contingency (@ 15%) 

TOTAL, Annual Costs with contingency 

# of units 

0.10 
0.20 
0.20 

unit price 

$37,390 /year 
$30,576 /year 
$17,559 /year 

3,700 
6,100 
3.500 

$13,300 

$8.000 
$21,300 

$40,000 

$61,300 
$9,000 

$70,300 
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6.0 IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE 

6.1 SINGLE-FAMILY CURBSIDE COLLECTION 
This section presents a schedule of the program components described 

above. Figure 6-1 shows the timing and duration of the activities in each 
component, and the State requirements for recycling. Also indicated on 
the schedule are activities already underway. Evaluation of new 
activities should be done three to six months after they are begun, and 
as part of an overall program evaluation each September. These 
evaluations are to determine what program improvements are required, and 
should be performed annually on the entire recycling program. Decision 
points are indicated when required to determine whether on-going programs 
are sufficient to meet mandated requirements, or if alternative methods 
should be implemented. 

Planning and equipment procurement for a pilot multi-material 
curbside collection program for single-family dwellings should begin as 
soon as possible. This program for selected areas currently receiving 
curbside refuse collection should begin by the fall of 1990 and continue 
for eighteen months to allow evaluation of procedures, equipment, 
participation, and material flow. 

Development of the full-scale program should begin in 1990 also, with 
the definition of service areas and routes. Additional collection vehicle 
procurement and hiring of drivers/collectors should be initiated in a 
phased manner. Phasing in collection areas should begin in 1991, with 
phase-in completed within a year, allowing full-scale operations beginning 
the fall of 1992, once the MRF goes into full scale operation. 

6.2 MULTI-FAMILY COLLECTION 
The multi-family technical assistance program should begin during mid 

1990 with facilitation and coordination between complex owners and private 
collection companies serving those complexes. Procedures must be 
developed to encourage both the private collection companies, and the 
residents to participate. Target complexes for voluntary participation 
in the recycling program and those designated for a pilot program can be 
identified during the second half of the year. A one year-long voluntary 
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ARLINGTON/ALEXANDRIA RECYCLING PLAN 
IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE 

PROGRAM COMPONENT 

STATE RECYCUNG REQUIREMENT 

SINGLE FAMILY CURBSIDE 

Pilot Planning & Procurement 
Deline Service Areaa/Routes 
Procure COllection Vehicles and Labor 
Pilot MulUMaterla1 
Phase-ln Collection Are .. 
Full-Scale Operations 

MULTI-FAMILY 

Coordinate Haulers - Owners 
On-golng Technical AssIstance 
Identify Target Complexes 
RevIew Building COdes 
Pilot Programs 
Phase-In 
Full-acale Operations 

DROPS-OFFS 

Enhance ExIaIIng SHes 
Procure EqulpmentiS1afl 
Operations 

YARD WASTE 

Design SHe Improvements 
Obtain Permfts/Approvals 
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Full-Scale Operations 
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Continued Operatfons 
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PROGRAM COMPONENT 

STATE RECYCLING REQUIREMENT 

MATERIALS RECOVERY FACILITY 

DeveIopRFP 
Interim Facility Development 
Site Selection 
Evolull\e Proposal. - Award COntract 

Oblaln Permlb -"-"",,I. 
ConatrucI Facllilles 
1 ..... 11 Equipment. Teat 
Facility Acceplallce 
Interim OperaUono 
Full-Scale OperaUono 

MUNICIPAL OFFICES 

0IIIce Paper Collection 
PhllR-ln of OIlIer Mlllerlais 
PromoIIotliEducaUon 
Full-Scale Program 

COMMERCIAL AND OFFICE 

Inlllsi Routing and Flow Planning 
Pha .... ln 
Full-Scale OperaUono 
O...oolng Technical Assisiance 
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pilot program should begin during 1991 with phase-in to the full-scale 
program beginning during the Fall of 1991. The full-scale mandatory 
program should be in operation in the Fall of 1992 once the MRF is fully 
operational. After identification of optimum operating procedures and 
equipment, consideration should be given to modification of building codes 
for multi-family dwellings to require facilities for collection of· 
recyclables in future construction. This should address the best current 
techniques for easy recycling in' multi-family dwellings. 

This program should be evaluated after it has been in operation for 
six months, and thereafter as part of the annual overall program 
evaluation. A decision point is indicated early in 1993 to assess whether 
the efforts of the private collection companies are sufficient to meet the 
25 percent.requirement in 1995. If the efforts are insufficient to meet 
the requirement, adequate time remains to allow the jurisdictions to 
enhance performance by the collect i on compan i es or to take over the 
operations. 

6.3 DROPOFFS 
Improvements to the dropoff program should begin in mid 1990 with 

procuring additional staff and equipment. The straightforward 
improvements to the sites such as signing can be made and operations 
commenced by the fall of 1990. 

6.4 YARD WASTE PROGRAMS 
Alexandria should begin the site identification process immediately. 

Site improvements for the yard waste program should be designed beginning 
in the second quarter of 1990, with design completion by the end of the 
year. Obtaining permits and necessary approvals can begin prior to 
completion of design to allow bidding and construction to begin in the 
Spring of 1991. Construction should be complete by the end of 1991 with 
full-scale operations beginning in January 1992. 

6.5 MATERIALS RECOVERY FACILITY DEVELOPMENT 
Site identification for the MRF must begin immediately. Planning and 

preliminary design of the structure and site work for the 20,000 square 
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foot, 40 tpd MRF should begin in the Spring of 1990 with the development 
of an RFP to be released within six months. Site selection must begin 
prior to release of the RFP, to allow the permit and approval process to 
begin prior to contract award. The contract should be awarded to allow 
contractor participation in finalization of the permitting process. 
Facility construction should begin in the Fall of 1991 with construction 
completion, equipment installation, and testing by mid-1992. Facility 
acceptance should be complete by October 1992 at which time full-scale 
operations are scheduled to begin. 

Development of an interim MRF must occur prior to the pilot study, 
commencing in the fall of 1990, and continuing in operation until full
scale operations of the MRF can begin. 

6.6 MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT OFFICE MATERIALS 
Th i s program has already begun. 

presently recycling white office paper. 
materials will be added -to the program 

City and County offices are 
In the fall of 1990, additional 

including colored office paper, 
computer print-out and aluminum cans. The jurisdictions should provide 
further assistance in publicity and employee training. Phase-in of all 
municipal offices should be complete by mid 1991. 

6.7 COMMERCIAL AND OFFICE PROGRAMS 
Emphasis of the program should be to educate non-municipal offices 

and the collection companies servicing them to the benefits and procedures 
necessary for recycling. Technical assistance in routing and planning for 
materials flow should begin in mid-1990 as commercial businesses and 
offices are phased into the program. Phase-in of this sector will be 
accomplished over a two and a half year period with full-scale mandatory 
operations beginning once the MRF goes into operation in the fall of 1992. 
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7.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The recycling plan described in this report has as its principal 
component curbside collection of recyclables provided by the 
jurisdictions. Other activities provided by the public sector, either 
directly or via contract with the private sector, include yard waste 
collection and processing and the operation of a materials recovery 
facility. Multi-family and commercial sectors in both communities will 
be required to source-separate recyclables once the MRF goes into full
scale operations in late 1992. Prior to this mandatory date, private 
sector refuse collection and recycling firms will be encouraged to provide 
services for collection of source separated materials from multi-family 
residents and commercial generators, including offices. Jurisdictional 
recycling staff will be available to provide technical assistance and to 
act as a liaison between generators arid collection services. 

The jurisdictions should begin development of a Materials Recovery 
Facil ity (MRF) to meet their own needs while monitoring the progress .and 
status of regional public and/or private MRFs. If the jurisdictions do 
implement their own MRF (either with public forces or through a private 
contract), this facility could serve other jurisdictions and private 
recyclers at a profit to the City and County. 

Projected diversion for the program when at full-scale, will be 
approximately 61,200 tons per year, or 23 percent of the waste stream. 
When the definition of diversion presented in the draft State regulations 
is used, the diversion is calculated to be 25 percent. A high 
participation analysis estimated a diversion rate as high as 33 percent. 
The program has the potential to meet the State's 1995 recycling goal. 
However, actual program performance depends on a variety of factors -
markets, private sector involvement, generator participation, and 
others - many of which are beyond the control of recycling program 
managers. 

Economic analysis of the recommended program produced projections of 
the total capital costs, total and net annual costs and avoided costs. 
Using baseline participation and revenues, the total capital cost is 
projected to be approximately $6.6 million. Total annual costs of $4.5 
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Households will be supplied with a single container for storage of 
recyclables. The recommended container capacity is 12 to 14 gallons based 
upon the targeted mix of materials. Multiple stacking bins are also 
available, but cost approximately two to three times more than the single 
bin. For this reason and because of experience in other recycling 
programs around the country show little difference in productivity with 
a single bin system, this approach is recommended. 

The enhanced dropoff efforts will consist of stationing two roll-off 
boxes at five locations in the County and one location in the City. One 
box at each location will be for newsprint while the other will be 
segmented to accept metal containers, glass and/or plastics (HOPE and 
PET). 

Because of a lack of suitable dropoff sites within Alexandria for 
roll-off containers, the City will pilot test igloo style containers. A 
total of six, containers will be set out at smaller sites throughout the 
City. 

5.2 EQUIPMENT AND LABOR REQUIREMENT 
Specialized recycling vehicles are recommended for the pilot program. 

These vehicles should be compartmentalized with adjustable partitions with 
a total capacity of 27 to 32 cubic yards. Automated loading is also 
desirable to increase productivity. 

Each jurisdiction will have two vehicles. One vehicle will be held 
in reserve as a back-up for heavy periods and times of breakdown and/or 
maintenance of the primary vehicle. Initially, a two-person crew should 
be placed on the'vehic1e. As experience is gained, it may be possible to 
scale this back to one person crews. 

The dropoff centers will be serviced by a roll-off truck shared by 
the two jurisdictions. This vehicle will collect full boxes and deliver 
them either to local brokers or the interim processing centers. 

The igloo system in Alexandria will be serviced by existing 
knuck1eboom trucks. City' personnel have indicated these can be modified 
to service igloo style containers. 
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5.3 PROCESS I NG 
Presently, there are no known private or public processors capable 

of accepting the full range of materials targeted, within reasonable 
proximity to Arlington and Alexandria. Assuming that this will remain the 
case into pilot program start-up, some interim processing will be 
necessary. This processing will consist of simple sorting of reject 
objects (non-targeted or soiled materials), densification, storage 
packing, and handl ing for shipment. Specifically, newspaper should be 
sorted and rejects removed prior to baling for shipment. Glass must be 
color sorted, crushed and packed in large shipping boxes (gaylords) or 
roll-off boxes for shipping. Plastics should be sorted for rejects and 
baled. Aluminum, bimetal arid tin plated cans should be magnetically 
sorted, crushed 'and placed in trailers for shipping. 

Arlington County is considering possible use of its existing 
homeowners refuse transfer station as an interim MRF. This facility would 
serve both jurisdictions during the pilot, study and until a full-scale MRF 
becomes available. Because of site limitation at this location, there is 
little space available for sorting and handling glass. For this reason 
any glass collected at,dropoff enters may have to be taken directly to a 
broker for processing. 

5.4 DIVERSION 
A preliminary diversion estimate has been prepared, based upon an 

assumed service area of 10,000 households and an average weekly set-out 
rate of approximately 40 percent. This estimate is 18.5 tons per week as 
shown in Table 5-1. Based upon an assumed per capita wast,e generation 
rate of 3.5 pounds per capita day, this represents a diversion ,rate of 
approximately 7 percent with respect to the targeted generators and less 
than 0.5 percent with respect to total waste generation. 

The diversion of materials from dropoff centers cannot currently be 
estimated. 
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TABLE 5-1 

PILOT CURBSIDE RECYCLABLES COLLECTION PROGRAM 
DIVERSION ESTIMATE 

Quantitl 
Materi a 1 Tons Per Week Cubic Yards Per Week 

Aluminum 1.4 91 

Ferrous 1.5 16 

HOPE, PET 3.0 148 

ONPl 9.3 37 

Gl ass2 3.3 JJ 

Total 18.5 305 

Excludes City-collected ONP with rear-loading trash collection 
vehicles. 

Assumes only City collects glass. 

Based upon a total of 10,000 households. 
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5.5 MARKETING 
Marketing will be accomplished in conjunction with the interim 

processing center. The processing must match the market specifications. 
Markets are presently available for all targeted materials. More definite 
arrangements must be secured as the pilot programs are developed. 

5.6 PROMOTION 
Promoti on of the pil ot programs wi 11 be very important to thei r 

success. Direct mail informational flyers should be distributed to the 
target areas approximately 30 days prior to program start-up. Follow-ups 
consisting of cards, flyers 'and/or door hangers should be mailed or 
distributed monthly for the first quarter, then quarterly thereafter for 
the first year. Results of the pilot program should be publicized through 
news releases and ppssibly a newsletter. 

The dropoff centers should be promoted via appropriate signs at the 
sites, radio public service announcements, press releases and a 
newsletter. Direct mailing of a flyer should also be considered to target 
multi-family residents near dropoff sites. 

5.7 PROGRAM BUDGET 
A preliminary program budget has been prepared and is shown in Table 

5-2. This budget assumes that the existing Arlington Homeowner's Transfer 
Station is modified to serve'as an interim processing center. Because the 
facility is located in Arlington, costs have been placed entirely in 
Arlington's budget, although sharing of these costs will be done through 
an arrangement to be negotiated between the two jurisdictions. This 
agreement should also consider the cost of shared equipment such as the 
rolloff truck used for dropoff program. The total combined budget for 
both jurisdictions, presuming that all equipment is purchased outright, 
is approximately $1.4 million. This amount could be reduced by procuring 
the equipment through lease/purchase arrangements. It is also important 
to stress that virtually all of the equipment' is applicable to the full
scale program and will simply be transferred to that program upon 
start-up. 
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12120/89 TABLE 5-2 
PRELIMINARY PILOT STUDY BUDGET 

ARLINGTON COUNTY AND ALEXANDRIA 

A. LABOR 

ARLINGTON COUNTY 
RECYCLING COORDINATOR 
RECYCLING SUPERVISOR 1 
DRIVER/COLLECTOR 2 
PROCESSOR 2 
CLERICAL SUPPORT 1 

. SUBTOTAL, DIRECT LABOR 7 
LABOR OVERHEAD AND FRINGES (@62'A» 

SUBTOTAL, LABOR (ARLINGTON) 

ALEXANDRIA 
RECYCLING COORDINATOR 
DRIVER/COLLECTOR g 

SUBTOTAL, DIRECT LABOR 3 
LABOR OVERHEAD AND FRINGES (@62°,i) 

SUBTOTAL, LABOR (ALEXANDRIA) 

COMBINED SUBTOTAL - LABOR 

B. EQUIPMENT 

ARLINGTON COUNTY 
COLLECTION VEHICLE 
PICK-UP TRUCK 
RECYCLING TRAILER 
ROLL-OFF TRUCK 

2 

ROLL-OFF BOXES 12 
FORKLIFT 1 
HOPPERS/CONVEYORS 
BALER 
MAGNETIC SEPARATOR! 

FLATTENER/BLOWER 
HOUSEHOLD"cONTAINERS 5500 

SUBTOTAL, EQUIPMENT (ARLINGTON) 

ALEXANDRIA 
COLLECTION VEHICLE 
SEDAN 
ROLL-OFF BOXES 

2 
1 
2 

MODIFICATION TO KNUCKLEBOOM 
FOR IGLOOS 1 

IGLOOS 6 
HOUSEHOLD CONTAINERS 5500 

SUBTOTAL, EQUIPMENT (ALExANDRIA) 

COMBINED SUBTOTAL - EQUIPMENT 

$37,390 
$23,939 
$17,559 
$17,559 
$17,559 

$37,390 
$17,559 

$80,000 
$18,000 
$22,500 

$100,000 
$6,500 

$40,000 
$15,000 

$120,000 

$12,000 
$6 

$80,000 
$10,000 
$6,500 

$2,000 
$1,000 

$6 

$37,390 
$23,939 
$35,118 
$35,118 
$17.559 

$149,124 
$92.457 

$241,581 

$37,390 
$35.118 
$72,508 
$44.955 

$117,463 

$359,044 

$160,000 
$18,000 
$22,500 

$100,000 
$78,000' 
$40,000 
$15,000 

$120,000 

$12,000 
$33.000 

$598,500 

$160,000 
$10,000 
$13,000 

$2,000 
$6,000 

$33.000 
$224,000 

$822,500 

(continued) 
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TABLE 5-2 (continued) 

C. SUPPLIES AND MISC. EXPENSES 

ARLINGTON COUNTY 
ROLLING STOCK O&M 
TELEPHONE AND COMMUNICATION 
PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS 
OFFICE SUPPLIES 1 
PERSONAL COMPUTER/PRINTER 2 
UNIFORMS 5 
POSTAGE 
TRANSPORTATION 900 TON 

SUBTOTAL, SUPPLIES/EXPENSES (ARLINGTON) 

ALEXANDRIA 
ROLLING STOCK O&M 
RADIO 
PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS 
OFFICE SUPPLIES 
PERSONAL COMPUTER/PRINTER 

1 
2 
1 
1 
1 

UNIFORMS 2 
POSTAGE 1 
TRANSPORTATION 900 TON 

SUBTOTAL, SUPPLIES/EXPENSES (ALEXANDRIA) 

$25,000 
$1,500 

$15,000 
$500 

$5,000 
$250 

$5,000 
$10 

$25,000 
$2,000 

$15,000 
$500 

$5,000 
$250 

$5,000 
$10 

COMBINED SUBTOTAL - SUPPLIES/EXPENSES 

D. HOMEOWNER'S TRANSFER STATION MODIFICATIONS - ARLINGTON COUNTY 
STRUCTURAL 
ELECTRICAL 
MECHANICAL 
SITE WORK 
MISCELLANEOUS 

SUBTOTAL, TRANSFER STN. MOD. 

TOTAL ARLINGTON COUNTY 

TOTAL ALEXANDRIA 

TOTAL PILOT PROGRAM 

NOTES: 

- ASSUMES NO SITE WORK COSTS AT DROPOFFS. 

- TRANSPORTATION COSTS ARE APPROXIMATE PENDING MARKET NEGOTIATIONS. 

- ESTIMATE OF MODIFICATIONS TO HOMEOWNER'S TRANSFER STATION 

IS PRELIMINARY AND REQUIRES FURTHER INVESTIGATION. 

$25,000 
$1,500 

$15,000 
$500 

$10,000 
$1,250 
$5,000 
$9.000 

$67,250 

$25,000 
$4,000 

$15,000 
$500 

$5,000 
$500 

$5,000 
$9.000 

$64,000 

$131,250 

$25,000 
$10,000 
$20,000 
$15,000 
$15.000 
$85,000 

$992,331 

$405.463 

$1,397,794 
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2/25190 TABLE 3-9 

ARLINGTON I ALEXANDRIA RECYCLING PLAN 
ECONOMIC SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

ARLINGTON I ALEXANDRIA COMBINED HIGH PARTICIPATION PROJECTION 

COSTS AND REVENUES (1) 
COMPONENT EXISTING PROPOSED TOTAL 

CAPITAL COSTS, all programs 

ANNUAL COSTS (2) 
SINGLE-FAMILY CURBSIDE 
MULTI-FAMILY 
DROP-OFFS 
YARD WASTE PROCESSING 
AND COLLECTION 

OFFICE MATERIALS AND 
OTHER COMMERCIAL 

MATERIALS RECOVERY 
FACILITY (MRF) 

TOTAL ANNUAL COST 

ANNUAL REVENUES 
NET ANNUAL REVENUES 

AVOIDED COSTS 
AVOIDED DISPOSAL COST (6) 

NET ANNUAL COST 

$0 $7,107,000 

$95,000 (3) $1,575,000 
$0 (4) $169,000 

$59,000 (3) $0 

$688,000 (3) $1,030,000 . 

$0 $176,000 

$0 $1,018,000 

$842,000 $3,968,000 

$47,000 (3) $819,000 

$732,000 $689,000 

<tOTAL················ ...................... ·······················<·<·······$63;000(7»).·· . $2,460,000; 

..• C9$t~ER'l"9N~$9Yc~ED(5).·<···· ... 
NOTES: 
1. ALL COSTS/REVENUES STATED IN 1_ DOLLARS. 
2. ANNUAL COSTS INCLUDE AMORTIZED CAPITAL. 
3. BASED UPON TONNAGE AND COST DATA PROVIDED BY CITY AND COUNTY STAFFS. 
4. EXISTING COSTS ARE IN THE PRIVATE SECTOR. 
5. BASED ON DIVERSION OF 81,_ TPY. 
6. AVOIDED COSTS ACCRUING ONLY TO THE JURISDICTIONS, CALCULATED 

USING THE CURRENT TIPPING FEE OF $29.37 FOR 48.372 TONS. 

(8) 

(9) 

7. THE CITY PREVIOUSLY RECEIVED $201TON FOR NEWSPAPER. THESE REVENUES, ALONG WITH 
AVOIDED TIPPING FEES, RESULTED IN A NET SAVINGS TO THE CITY. 

8. DROP-OFF CENTERS WOULD BE EXPANDED DURING THE PILOT STUDY. so NO 
ADDITIONAL PROGRAMS ARE PROPOSED. 

9. MRF COSTS ARE ALLOCATED BASED ON INPUT OF 10,518 TONS FROM ARLINGTON 
AND 6,983 TONS FROM ALEXANDRIA TO 'J;HE PUBLICLY OWNED MRF. 

$7,107,000 

$1,670,000 
$169,000 

$59,000 

$1,718,000 

$176,000 

$1,018,000 

$4,810,000 

. $866,000 

$1,421,000 

$2,523,000 

$31 
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4.0 PROMOTIONAL AND EDUCATIONAL STRATEGIES 

Publ ic understanding of and support for recycling programs are 
critical to their success. Several promotional and educational tools are 
useful for getting the recycling message across to generators. Education 
has the long-range goal of conveying general information that contributes 
to a person's understanding of the problem. Publ icity has short-range 
goals to provide, specific information affecting a person's immediate 
behavior. Education differs from publicity in focus - education is aimed 
at changing a person's understandi ng so that subsequent behavi or is 
changed. Publicity seeks to change a person's behavior without 
necessarily altering his or her understanding. 

Incentives are rewards for desired behavior. Although incentives are 
not necessarily financial, economic rewards have been shown to be highly 
effective in increasing participation in recycling programs. 

4.1 EDUCATION 
Education about solid waste management and recycling should be 

included in school curricula at all levels, but it need not be restricted 
to schools. Civic associations, business groups and the general public 
can be reached by educational presentations and materials. 

Examples of educational materials are: 

Slide shows, videotapes 

Magazine, newspaper, newsletter articles 

Displays on solid waste reduction and recycling for use at 
fairs or exhibitions 

Waste management curricula for various grade levels 

Presentations to civic groups and on public-access television 

School-based activities show 'promise for increasing a general 
awareness, of waste management issues as well as teaching specific 
recycl ing behavior. An important "side-effect" of getting school children 
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involved in recycling is that they frequently go home and get their 
familie~ involved. Examples of educational recycling activities are: 

Science projects 

Recycling drives for fund-raising 

Materials collection competitions between schools or classes 

On-going recyclables collection in classrooms or cafeterias 

4.2 PUBLICITY 
Publicity and promotion of program components will be coordinated by 

the City and County recycling staffs. There should be an overall theme 
for promotion of the comprehensive program, with, for example, a slogan, 
logo and color scheme that are used throughout promotional materials. 
In addition to general program promotion, each component should be 
addressed separately, using technique.s that target the constituenci es of 
each recycling strategy. Regardless of the specific promotional 
techniques used, it is important that promotion be on-going. 

General program promotion can' be anything that gets. the p.rogram 
ideas, goals, and evidence of progress before the public eye. Traditional 
Hems such as brochures, billboards, buttons, bumper stickers, key chains, 
pens and pencils that carry the slogan, logo and color scheme can be used 
effectively to promote general awareness of the program. Recycl ing 
collection vehicles should be used to carry the promotional theme as well. 

Radio, television and newspaper advertisements and public service 
announcements should be used to relay short messages about recycling and 
the City and County programs. Advertising should include a phone number 
that can be called for more information, which would increase the 
opportunity for citizens to receive details about the program. Pilot 
programs, expansions of service or progress reports about the program are 
news items, for which press releases are appropriate. Public interest 
stories connected with the program may provide opportunities to call 
attention to the City and County Tecycling efforts. Economic incentives 
and special promotional events should be advertised. 
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Promotion of specific program components must include messages that 
encoura~e specific behaviors. Messages will be most effective when they 
describe the desired behavior in a non-threatening way, and are presented 
in the place and time appropriate to the desired behavior. Recommended 
approaches for each program component are discussed in the remainder of 
this section. 

Single-Family Curbside- Promotional messages should be targeted at 
the home. Direct mail postcards, doorknob-hanging pieces, stickers to put 
on the garbage cans, refrigerator magnets, and calendars are useful for 
relaying materials preparation instructions, collection days and 
motivational messages. Materials that have a use (such as pot holders or 
calendars), or that can be hung or affixed to something will be more 
likely to stay around the household. The household storage container can 
he 1 p promote source separat i on by its presence in the home as well as 
messages that may be imprinted on it. 

An organized system of volunteers that publicize collections days, 
deliver brochures and make personal contact with newcomers has been shown 
to be an effective publicity force. Pioneered in Boulder, Colorado, the 
"block leader" concept has been successfully adapted to many recycl ing 
programs, including San Jose, California and Minneapolis, Minnesota. 

About one month prior to the inclusion of a neighborhood in 
recyclables collection, targeted direct mail postcards or flyers should 
be sent to potential participants to explain details of the program such 
as what materials preparation is required and what the collection day is 
for that area. Meetings' with homeowners associations, civic organizations 
and garden clubs should be helpful in the pre-startup publicity effort. 
After the new area is on-line, reminders and motivational messages should 
be sent as a way of strengthening the participation and congratulating 
those who are participating. Direct mailings or doorhangers should be 
dist~ibuted monthly for· the first three months and quarterly thereafter. 

Tags should be designed for the collectors to leave on the household 
containers when inappropriate materials are set out. These messages 
should be polite and non-threatening, and should express appreciation for 
the effort • 
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Multi-family - Three avenues need to be followed for multi-family 
promotional efforts - one, publicizing the program to individual 
generators; two, encouraging the support of building owners and managers; 
and three, soliciting the involvement of potential materials collection 
firms. 

Individual generators should be targeted using many of the same 
methods described for single-family curbside, targeted at the home. 
Specific instructions will vary with the type of building, so. generic 
materials could be printed with room for detailed inserts with 
instructions for particular buildings. In addition to direct mail pieces, 
posters placed in waste collection areas and other common areas could be 
distributed. The timing of these efforts should be similar to the 
s·ingle-family promotion; strong efforts one month prior to the startup 
date for a building and periodic reminders every 3 to 6 weeks. 

Promotion for multi-family collection to the building owners and 
managers should describe the economic and community benefits of source 
separation as well as the variety of methods that could be used in 
different types of buildings. Direct mail will be most effective in 
approaching owners and managers. A phone number should be included to 
allow owners to find out more and to set up appointments for technical 
assistance. 

Paid advertisements in newspapers and trade journals could be used 
along with direct mail to target companies that may be interested in 
becoming involved with hauling, collection, transport and/or processing 
of secondary materials. These advertisements should be initiated 6 months 
to one year prior to the planned startup date to allow companies time to 
purchase equipment and hire adequate staff to provide the service. 

Dropoff Centers - Because the centers are intended to serve all 
households in the City and County, in that they accept materials beyond 
those collected in the curbside program, information about them should be 
incorporated in all program literature. Residents of low-density areas 
and multi-family areas not served by collection services, however, should 
.receive targeted promotional materials aimed at the household, since 
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dropoffs will be the primary recycling opportunity for these households. 
At the dropoff sites, appealing signage with clear instructions should be 
posted. Messages on the. site should invite continued use of the centers. 

Office and Commercial Materials - Promotional materials should be 
. sent to owners and managers of offices, retail and wholesale stores, 
restaurants, gas stations and all other commercial establishments. 
Distribution of specific instructional signs for use in the designated 
collection areas is essential in fostering participation. It is strongly 
recommended that each employee - especially those who will be doing the 
actual materials handling - receive introductory instructions in a small 
group setting from the private recycler conducting the program. This 
he 1 ps to re 1 ate both the mechan i cs of the program and the sense of 
cooperation necessary for a successful effort. 

Memos, 1 etters or other easily-reproduced messages woul d be 
appropriate ways to encourage participation, as well as posters for 
bulletin boards. For offices, desktop containers or folders for employees 
would be provided to use for collecting used office paper at their desk. 

Because of the diversity of settings and potentially-targeted 
materi a 1 s from other commerci a 1 estab li shments, promot i ona 1 materi a 1 s 
should be directed in a general way at promoting the.idea of recycling 
with messages that stimulate shop and restaurant managers to think about 
what types of materials they dispose of, and informing them of recycling 
opportunities • 

The City and County staffs should actively pursue small generators 
who may be individually too small to support a route but large enough 
cumulatively to attract a private recycler • By pooling clustered 
generators and providing contacts with qualified recyclers, the City and 
County can facilitate this relationship. 

In conjunction with other promotional material, private recycling or 
waste hauling firms should receive promotional material to encourage their 
expansion of recycling services • 

Yard Waste Composting - Information should be distributed to 
single-family residents. BecauSe yard waste collection is not a new 
program, promotional efforts to enhance participation may be undertaken 
at any time. The most opportune messages will, of course, be tied to the 
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season. Instructions about preparing grass clippings would be sent out 
in the e~rly part of the Spring growing season; leaf collection and brush 
shredding in the Fall. 

In addition to information about curbside waste collection, 
information about source reduction techniques should also be provided to 
residents. Techniques include backyard composting of leaves and clippings 
and frequent mowing to eliminate the need for raking or bagging of grass 
clippings. 

White Goods - Information about white goods collection should be 
disseminated through inserts in utility bills and direct mail postcards 
to the residential sector. Information should also be distributed at the 
time of new appliance purchases at appliance stores. Rental apartment 
managers, appliance stores and repair shops should receive similar 
i nformat i on about the opportun i ty to recycle old app 1 i ances and reduce 
their disposal costs. 

Promoting Purchase of Recycl ed and Recycl ab le Goods - Purchasi ng 
products made from secondary materi a 1 sis an often-overlooked part of 
recycl ing. Unl ess consumers buy goods that use secondary materi a 1 s, 
manufacturing firms will not produce them and will not buy the secondary 
materials that are generated by recycling programs. Paper and plastic 
products in particular need the support of buyers. Recycled paper 
products suffer from a negative image, in spite of continuing improvements 
in product quality. Products made from recycled plastic are relatively 
new. 

In addition to adopting policies encouraging the use of products made 
completely or partially from secondary materials, the City and County 
should develop a campaign to educate individuals and private businesses 
about products made with secondary materials and acquaint them with their 
quality and uses. Manufacturers of these products may be interested in 
helping promote the fact that they use secondary materials in their 
product or packaging. 

The non-profit Pennsylvania Resources Council in Media, Pennsylvania, 
sponsored an "Environmental Shopp.ing" campaign. Modeled after a "Gray is 
Beautiful" promotion by the American Paper Institute, its purpose was to 
ra i se pub 1 i c awareness of recyc 1 ed goods and packagi ng. Impacts of 
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consumer awareness may be long-coming, but a secondary benefit of such a 
campaign would be increased awareness and support for community recycling 
programs. 

At this time, some recycled products still cost slightly more than 
those made with raw inputs. As demand for recycled products increases, 
this cost differential should disappear. A cost preference may be 
considered in purchasing ordinances to mitigate budget problems. 
Mecklenburg County, North Carolina, has a purchasing ordinance that gives 
preference to the purchase of recycl ed paper products as long as the 
recycled product price does not exceed that of comparable non-recycled 
products by more than 5 percent. The County and City should actively 
support similar policies at the state level and incorporate them into 
their own procurement policies. 

Other ways'to affect market demand at a local level is to offer tax 
reductions to businesses using or engaged in development of new 
applications for recyclables. Waste plastics, particularly, are being 
tried in a variety of large- and small-scale manufacturing applications. 
Oevelopment of innovative uses for old newspaper should be encouraged in 
order to bolster demand for this material. 

4.3 INCENTIVES 
Financial incentives are used increasingly to motivate people to 

reduce waste and increase recycling. Incentives that have been used on 
other recycling programs in the country include: 

- Tax Rebates 

- Volume-Based Trash Rates 

- Rewards for Source Separating 

Tax rebates are already used in Alexandria to encourage recycling 
of newspaper. Condominium owners receive a rebate of property taxes, 
through their owners' aSSOCiations, contingent on the recycling of 
newspaper. This concept can be expanded to provide tax refunds to all 
residents based on their participation in recyclables separation and 
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collection. A record-keeping system would be required to establish who 
is participating~ 

Volume-based trash fees have shown notable impacts in, Seattle, 
Washington. Since 1981, residents of Seattle have contracted for 
collection of a specific number of containers, paying for the service on 
the basis of how much they contract for. The fee structure has been 
changed so that residents contracting for more than one container pay more 
than the actual cost of collection of that extra can. This was done as 

l 
] 

] 

] 

] 

an incentive for reducing waste generation. A study in 1986 showed that ~1 
compliance in setting out the number of cans contracted for was 95 
percent, and average per househol d, waste has been substanti ally reduced. 

Rockville, Illinois, pioneered the concept of offering cash rewards 
to randomly-selected residents whose household trash was found to be free 
of recyclables. Several other communities are initiating similar 
programs. The reward system encourages was!e reduction and source 
separation, regardless of whether the generator chooses to sell the 
materials, donate them to a charity or use the 'municipal collection 
program. 

4.4 MANDATES AND MATERIALS BANS 
Mandatory Source Separation - Mandatory source separation ord,inances 

have been adopted by many communities facing disposal' crises. The 
ordinances are sometimes enforced, although not always, but tend to 
increase participation even when unenforced. The process of enacting the 
law seems to impress people with the urgency of the situation. Although 
results vary, participation has been shown to increase by about 10 percent 
in response to mandates. 

Material Disposal Bans - New Jersey is among the first states to 
institute bans on the landfilling of designated materials. Yard waste, 
white goods and other bulky materials for which recycling avenues exist 
could be considered for banning. In Arlington and Alexandria, this ban 
could be instituted and enforced at the Waste-to-Energy facility. It is 
crucial that a viable, convenient alternative be provided for the banned 
material. Without the alternative, the waste will merely be transferred 
out of the jurisdiction. 
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5.0 PILOT PROGRAMS 

There are many variables which impact the success and economic status 
of curbside recycling programs. These include participation, collection, 
routing, targeted materials, vehicle types, markets and promotion. Some 
of the variables are very specific to a given locality. Collection 
routing for instance, depends on the geometric configuration of the given 
community. One way to establish reasonable values for these variables 
short of full-scale implementation is to conduct pilot programs. 

The City and County have decided to conduct pilot scale, single
fami ly, curbsi de co 11 ecti on programs of approximately 5,000 households 
each. In addition, enhanced dropoff programs will be initiated. The 
following sections describe various facets of these programs. 

5.1 COLLECTION 
The approximate size of the pilot effort was decided based upon an 

assumed vehicle productivity of 1,000 household pass-bys per working day. 
Target materials have tentatively been identified as follows: 

Newspaper (County only) 

Glass (City only) 

HDPE and PET Plastics 

Aluminum, Bi-Metal and Tin Plated Cans 

Alexandria will continue to collect newspaper every other week for 
single-family residents using rear-loading trash collection vehicles. By 
continuing this practice, space will be available in the new specialized 
recycling trucks planned for use in the pilots study for three colors of 
glass. 

Conversely, because the County will use the new recycling trucks to 
collect newsprint and the added complexity of glass handling, they have 
elected not to collect glass at curbside in the pilot program, at least 
initially. 
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2/24/90 TABLE 3-2 

ARLINGTON I ALEXANDRIA RECYCLING PLAN 
BASELINE CONCEPTUAL ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 

ALEXANDRIA ECONOMIC SUMMARY 

COSTS AND REVENUES (1) 
COMPONENT EXISTING PROPOSED 

CAPITAL COSTS, all programs $0 $2,729,000 

ANNUAL COSTS (2) 
SINGLE-FAMILY CURBSIDE $95,000 (3) $478,000 
MUL TI-FAMIL Y $0 (4) $68,000 
DROP-OFFS $2,000 (3) $0 (8) 
YARD WASTE PROCESSING 
AND COLLECTION $144,000 (3) $385,000 

OFFICE MATERIALS AND 
OTHER COMMERCIAL $0 $70,000 

MATERIALS RECOVERY 
FACILITY (MRF) $0 $363,000 (9) 

TOTAL ANNUAL COST $241,000 $1,364,000 

ANNUAL REVENUES 
NET ANNUAL REVENUES $18,000 (3) $154,000 

AVOIDED COSTS 
AVOIDED DISPOSAL COST (6) $214,000 $131,000 

NET ANNUAL COST 
.' ". ·TOTAI/·.···/.···' .•.....••. .... . ....•... ···••·.·· ••. /·./I.i/.···.·.i$9i06Qi?) •• y .• ·.···$i)Q79:000·.· •..•...••.. 

.. ·.CqST •• P~F\T9NF\EqyqhEq(§)i}"""""""'" 
NOTES: 

1. ALL COSTS/REVENUES STATED IN 1990 DOLLARS. 
2. ANNUAL COSTS INCLUDE AMORTIZED CAPITAL 
3. BASED UPON TONNAGE AND COST DATA PROVIDED BY THE ALEXANDRIA STAFF. 
4. EXISTING COSTS ARE IN THE PRIVATE SECTOR. 
5. BASED ON DIVERSION OF 19.455 TPY. 
6. AVOIDED COSTS ACCRUING ONLY TO THE JURISDICTIONS. CALCULATED 

USING THE CURRENT TIPPING FEE OF $2&.37 FOR 11,751 TONS. 
7. THE CITY PREVIOUSLY RECEIVED $20fTON FOR NEWSPAPER. THESE REVENUES, ALONG WITH 

AVOIDED TIPPING FEES. RESULTED IN A NET SAVINGS TO THE CITY. 
8. DROP-OFF CENTERS WOULD BE EXPANDED DURING THE PILOT STUDY, so NO 

ADDITIONAL PROGRAMS ARE PROPOSED. 
9. MRF COSTS ARE ALLOCATED BASED ON INPUT OF 8,er8 TONS FROM ARLINGTON 

AND 5,415 TONS FROM ALEXANDRIA TO THE PUBLICLY OWNED MRF, AS ILLUSTRATED IN 
FIGURES 2-1, 2-2 AND 2-3. 

TOTAL 

$2,729,000 

$573,000 
$68,000 

$2,000 

$529,000. 

$70,000 

$363,000 

$1,605,000 

$172,000 

$345,000 

.. $t;08S,obb 
$56 
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2/24/90 TABLE 3-3 

ARLINGTON I ALEXANDRIA RECYCLING PLAN 
BASELINE CONCEPTUAL ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 

ARLINGTON I ALEXANDRIA COMBINED ECONOMIC SUMMARY 

COSTS AND REVENUES (1) 
COMPONENT EXISTING PROPOSED TOTAL 

CAPITAL COSTS. all programs 

ANNUAL COSTS (2) 
SINGLE-FAMILY CURBSIDE 
MUL TI-FAMIL Y 
DROP-OFFS 
YARD WASTE PROCESSING 
AND COLLECTION 
OFFICE MATERIALS AND 

OTHER COMMERCIAL 
MATERIALS RECOVERY 

FACILITY (MRF) 

TOTAL ANNUAL COST 

ANNUAL REVENUES 
NET ANNUAL REVENUES 

AVOIDED COSTS 
AVOIDED DISPOSAL COST (6) 

NET ANNUAL COST 

$0 $6,644,000 

$95,000 (3) $1,409,000 
$0 (4) $169,000 

$59,000 (3) $0 

$688,000 (3) $973,000 

$0 $176,000 

$0 $956,000 

$842,000 $3,683,000 

$47,000 (3) $494,000 

$732,000 $447,000 

'TOTAL>"" " "", $63,666rlf " ", $2,742,000 

,."",'9()~tp$Rfq~,@¢Y!::~~D(5):i ",', 
NOTES: 
1. ALL COSTS/REVENUES STATED IN ,_ DOLLARS. 
2. ANNUAL COSTS INCLUDE AMORTIZED CAPITAL. 

(8) 

$6,644,000 

$1,504,000 
$169,000 

$59,000 

$1,661,000 

$176,000 

$956,000 

$4,525,000 

$541,000 

$1,179,000 

$2,805,000 

$46 

3. BASED OM TONNAGE AND COST DATA PROVIDED BY ARLINGTON COUNTY AND ALEXANDRIA STAFFS. 
4. EXISTING COSTS ARE IN THE PRIVATE SECTOR. 
5. BASED ON DIVERSION OF 81.234 TPY. 
8. AVOIDED COSTS ACCRUING ONLY TO THE JURISDICTIONS, CALCULATED 

USING THE CURRENT TIPPING FEE OF $2G.37 FOR 4O.14Q TONS. 
7. THE CITY PREVIOUSLY RECEIVED $201T0N FOR NEWSPAPER. THESE REVENUES. ALONG WITH 

AVOID TIPPING FEES. RESULTED IN A NET SAVINGS TO THE CITY. 
8. DROP-OFF CENTERS WOULD BE EXPANDED DURING THE PILOT STUDY, so NO 

ADDITIONAL PROGRAMS ARE PROPOSED. 
9. MRF COSTS ARE ALLOCATED BASED ON INPUT OF 8,878 TONS FROM ARLINGTON 

AND 5.415 TONS FROM ALEXANDRIA TO THE PUBLICLY OWNED MRF, AS ILLUSTRATED IN 
FIGURES 2-1, 2-2 AND 2-3. 
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capital, labor, and operating expenses for equipment, are expected to be 
$4.5 million dollars. 

Combined revenues from the sale of processed material are projected 
to be approximately $541,000 and are detailed in Tables A-I0 and A-II. 
The calculation of revenue is based on somewhat conservative projections 
of 1995 market prices for processed material. Yard waste compost revenues 
are based on a 5 percent reject rate and a 20 percent reduction in weight 
from processing, and the sale of only half of the processed compost and 
mulch. The remainder is assumed to be given away to residents or used by 
County and City forces. 

Avoided tipping fees for MSW disposal from both jurisdictions are 
projected to be approximately $1.2 million. This avoided cost is 
calculated based on the projected diversion of 40,149 tons from single
family curbside, dropoff centers, yard waste collection and white goods 
collections. Because some of the diversion from the dropoff centers will 
come from multi -family households, these avoided costs will actually 
accrue to private haulers and apartment owners; this distinction was not 
made in this analysis. Cost avoidance resulting from reduced MSW 
collection needs and avoided costs accruing to the private sector have not 
been estimated in this report. Revenues and avoided costs reduce the 
projected annual cost of the combined program to $2.B million or $46 per 
ton recycled. 

Between the years 1992 and 2005, the "put-or-pay" provision in the 
WTE contract would be violated by the diversion from the WTE facility. 
In 1995, the year estimated to have the greatest deficit, this represents 
approximately $558,000 paid on a total undel ivered tonnage of 
approximately 19,000 tons based on the current $29.37 per ton tipping fee. 

Various steps could be taken to avoid this put-or-pay commitment 
violation. Under the existing contract with Ogden Martin Systems, Inc. 
the jurisdictions have the authority to authorize the importation of waste 
from neighboring jurisdictions. Careful contractual control of the types 
of waste accepted from other jurisdictions would, of course, be important. 
Alternatively, the jurisdictions could scale back recycling efforts 
somewhat to avoid this conflict. Effective program phasing could also 
avoid this problem until waste generation increases counteract the 
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projected tonnage deficit. Diversion rates should be carefully monitored 
and steps taken to address the put-or-pay issue as experience is gained 
with recycling program. 

3.2 ECONOMIC SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 
The economic analysis described in the previous section is based upon 

estimates of probable participation rates and market conditions. Either 
of these components may differ from the projection, which will impact the 
economic status of the program. While it is impractical to explore all 
of the variations which might occur, two cases described below are 
indicative of the impacts which can occur. 

Low Revenue 
If market values of secondary materials drop below the price 

assumptions used in the baseline analysis, program revenues will be lower 
than projected. Prices can fall in response to over-supply that can 
result from the popularity of recycling in many communities or if the 
domestic or overseas demand for the materials drops. 

With the increase in newspaper recycling, the price may drop to the 
point that the de-inking mills will be unable to purchase newspapers, or 
may even charge a supplier to accept them. While it is preferable not to 
pay to market old newspaper, to do so is often still less than the cost 
of landfilling or incineration, and does preserve the life of the 
landfill. While paper and plastics prices are likely to fluctuate, glass 
manufacturers have a policy of maintaining a price for cullet that is 
competitive with aluminum on a per container basis, and the strong demand 
for aluminum is expected to continue. Prices can be expected to 
fl uctuate, but it is not 1 i kely that processors wi 11 ever charge for 
acceptance of aluminum. 

Low revenue analyses, for each jurisdiction separately and combined, 
are summarized in Tables 3-4, 3-5 and 3-6, and detailed "in Tables A-12 
and A-13. These analyses indicate that if prices for all recovered 
materials dropped significantly at the same time, revenues from sales of 
recovered recyclables from both jurisdictions could be reduced to $86,800 
per year. At this revenue level, the net annual cost of the program would 
increase to $3.2 million, or $53 per ton recycled. 

1393-01-1106 3-3 
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2/25/90 

TABLE 3-4 

ARLINGTON I ALEXANDRIA RECYCLING PLAN 
ECONOMIC SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

ARLINGTON COUNTY LOW REVENUE PROJECTION 

COSTS AND REVENUES (1) 
COMPONENT EXISTING PROPOSED TOTAL 

CAPITAL COSTS, all programs 

ANNUAL COSTS (2) 
SINGLE-FAMILY CURBSIDE 
MUL TI-FAMIL Y 
DROP-OFFS 
YARD WASTE PROCESSING 
AND COLLECTION 
OFFICE MATERIALS AND 

OTHER COMMERCIAL 
MATERIALS RECOVERY 

FACILITY (MRF) 

TOTAL ANNUAL COST 

ANNUAL REVENUES 
NET ANNUAL REVENUES 

AVOIDED COSTS 
AVOIDED DISPOSAL COST (6) 

NET ANNUAL COST 

$0 $3,915,000 

$0 (3) $931,000 
$0 (4) $101,000 

$57,000 (3) $0 

$544,000 (3) $588,000 

$0 $106,000 

$0 $593,000 

$601,000 $2,319,000 

$29,000 (3) $45,000 

$518,000 $316,000 

······.1b!~p.( .............i .. ; ... ····$54;()OO·· '. "$j;9S8;()()Q 
·(:;gSTPEFlT9t'JiFl.§:CYCLEP(5)f····· 

NOTES: 
1. ALL COSTS/REVENUES STATED IN 1990 DOLLARS. 
2. ANNUAL COSTS INCLUDE AMMORTIZED CAPITAL. 
3. AS REPORTED BY ARLINGTON COUNTY AND ALEXANDRIA STAFFS. 
4. EXISTING COSTS ARE IN THE PRIVATE SECTOR. 
5. BASED ON DIVERSION OF 41.n9 TPY. 
6. AVOIDED COSTS ACCRUING ONLY TO THE JURISDICTIONS. CALCULATED 

USING THE CURRENT TIPPING FEE OF $29.37 FOR 28.398 TONS. 
7. REVENUE PROJECTIONS BASED ON -$20ITON FOR NEWSPAPER. 
8. DROP-OFF CENTERS WOULD BE EXPANDED DURING THE PILOT STUDY. so NO 

ADDITIONAL PROGRAMS ARE PROPOSED. 
9. MRF COSTS ARE ALLOCATED BASED ON INPUT OF 8.676 TONS FROM ARLINGTON 

AND 5,415 TONS FROM ALEXANDRIA TO THE PUBLICLY OWNED MRF. AS ILLUSTRATED IN 
FIGURES 2-1. 2-2 AND 2-3. 

$3,915,000 

$931,000 
$101,000 

$57,000 

$1,132,000 

$106,000 

$593,000 

$2,920,000 

$74,000 

$834,000 

$2,012,000 
$48 
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2/25/90 TABLE 3-5 

ARLINGTON I ALEXANDRIA RECYCLING PLAN 
ECONOMIC SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

ALEXANDRIA LOW REVENUE PROJECTION 

COSTS AND REVENUES (1) 
COMPONENT EXISTING PROPOSED 

CAPITAL COSTS, all programs $0 $2,729,000 

ANNUAL COSTS (2) 
SINGLE-FAMILY CURBSIDE $95,000 (3) $478,000 
MULTI-FAMILY $0 (4) $68,000 
DROP-OFFS $2,000 (3) $0 (8) 
YARD WASTE PROCESSING 
AND COLLECTION $144,000 (3) $385,000 

OFFICE MATERIALS AND 
OTHER COMMERCIAL $0 $70,000 

MATERIALS RECOVERY 
FACILITY (MRF) $0 $363,000 

TOTAL ANNUAL COST $241,000 $1,364,000 

ANNUAL REVENUES 
NET ANNUAL REVENUES $18,000 (7) ($5,000) 

AVOIDED COSTS 
AVOIDED DISPOSAL COST (6) $214,000 $131,000 

NET ANNUAL COST 

.·TQTAGi •. · •. , .•• ·.?···.·.i·.···.···.·· •••. ·•·.···•· ..• r.·· · .. ·.····/.·.t ••• y(.i. ········.·$9ibbb)i·· .... ·······.···?$1;23S:boo· . 
······C9§T··~EI'\T9.t:!.··R .. E<::YC.L.E[)(§)t\······'······ 

NOTES: 
1. ALL COSTS/REVENUES STATED IN 1_ DOLLARS. 
2. ANNUAL COSTS INCLUDE AMMORTIZED CAPITAL. 
3. AS REPORTED BY ARLINGTON COUNTY AND ALEXANDRIA STAFFS. 
4. EXISTING COSTS ARE IN THE PRIVATE SECTOR. 
5. BASED ON DIVERSION OF 19,455 TPY. 
6. AVOIDED COSTS ACCRUING ONLY TO THE JURISDICTIONS. CALCULATED 

USING THE CURRENT TIPPING FEE OF $29.37 FOR 11.751 TONS. 
7. REVENUE PROJECTIONS BASED ON -S20ITON FOR NEWSPAPER. THE CITY PREVIOUSLY 

RECEIVED $201TON FOR NEWSPAPER. THESE REVENUES. ALONG WITH 
AVOIDED TIPPING FEES GAVE THE ONP PROGRAM A NET INCOME OF $160.000. 

8. DROP-OFF CENTERS WOULD BE EXPANDED DURING THe PILOT STUDY. so NO 
ADDITIONAL PROGRAMS ARE PROPOSED. 

9. MRF COSTS ARE ALLOCATED BASED ON INPUT OF 8.878 TONS FROM ARLINGTON 
AND 5,415 TONS FROM ALEXANDRIA TO THE PUBLICLY OWNED MRF. AS ILLUSTRATED IN 
FIGURES 2-1. 2-2 AND 2-3. 

TOTAL 

$2,729,000 

$573,000 
$68,000 
$2,000 

$529,000 

$70,000 

$363,000 

$1,605,000 

$13,000 

$345,000 

$1.247;000 

$64 
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2/25/90 TABLE 3-6 

ARLINGTON/ALEXANDRIA RECYCLING PLAN 
ECONOMIC SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

ARLINGTON / ALEXANDRIA COMBINED LOW REVENUE PROJECTION 

COSTS AND REVENUES (1) 
COMPONENT EX/STING PROPOSED TOTAL 

CAP/TAL COSTS, all programs 

ANNUAL COSTS (2) 
SINGLE-FAMILY CURBSIDE 
MULTI-FAMILY 
DROP-OFFS 
YARD WASTE PROCESSING 
AND COLLECTION 

OFFICE MATERIALS AND 
OTHER COMMERCIAL 

MATERIALS RECOVERY 
FACILITY (MRF) 

TOTAL ANNUAL COST 

ANNUAL REVENUES 
NET ANNUAL REVENUES 

AVOIDED COSTS 
AVOIDED DISPOSAL COST (6) 

NET ANNUAL COST 

$0 $6,644,000 

$95,000 (3) $1,409,000 
$0 (4) $169,000 

$59,000 (3) $0 (8) 

$688,000 (3) $973,000 

$0 $176,000 

$0 $956,000 

$842,000 $3,683,000 

$46,000 (7) $41,000 

$733,000 $447,000 

TOTX@Tii'" . .. ···························i\$6S;OOd//·/);$S;195;OO0 
..........••• c:q~IRgl:iI9NR#9X~~gP(~)i\i ....... ···.····· '. 
NOTES: 
L ALL COSTS/REVENUES STATED IN 1lIII0 DOLLARS. 
2. ANNUAL COSTS INCLUDE AMORTIZED CAPITAL. 
3. AS REPORTED BY ARLINGTON COUNTY AND ALEXANDRIA STAFFS. 
4. EXISTING COSTS ARE IN THE PRIVATE SECTOR. 
5. BASED ON DIVERSION OF 81.234 TPY. 
8. AVOIDED COSTS ACCRUING ONLY TO THE JURISDICTIONS. CALCULATED 

USING THE CURRENT TIPPING FEE OF $29.37 FOR 40.149 TONS. 
7. REVENUE PROJECTIONS BASED ON -$201T0N FOR NEWSPAPER. THE CITY PREVIOUSLY 

RECEIVED $201T0N FOR NEWSPAPER. THESE REVENUES. ALONG WITH 
AVOID TIPPING FEES GAVE THE ONP PROGRAM A NET INCOME OF $180,000. 

8. DROP-OFF CENTERS WOULD BE EXPANDED DURING THE PILOT STUDY, so NO 
ADDITIONAL PROGRAMS ARE PROPOSED. 

9. MRF COSTS ARE ALLOCATED BASED ON INPUT OF 8,878 TONS FROM ARLINGTON 
AND 5,415 TONS FROM ALEXANDRIA TO THE PUBLICLY OWNED MRF, AS ILLUSTRATED IN 
FIGURES 2-1, 2-2 AND 2-3. 

$6,644,000 

$1,504,000 
$169,000 
$59,000 

$1,661,000 

$176,000 

$956,000 

$4,525,000 

$87,000 

$1,179,000 

. $3,258;000 

$53 
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High Participation 
The diversion estimates in the basel ine analysis were based on 

participation rates that are moderate for the types of services provided. 
Methods for projecting participation rates, however, are not refined 
enough to take into account all of the factors that may influence the 
willingness or ability of generators ·to participate, such as education, 
income, cultural barriers, civic pride, and other tangible and intangible 
conditions. Unanticipated levels of participation can create economic 
problems of having too many or too few trucks, inappropriate sizing of 
facilities, or under- or. over-staffing. 

In an analysis of the potential impacts of unexpected high 
participation, two factors are operative - the increase in revenues and 
the increase in equipment and staffing needs. Summaries of the high 
participation analyses for Arlington and Alexandria are shown in Tables 
3-7 and 3-8, with the combined analysis in Table 3-9. This analysis 
indicate that if the average number of set-outs increases from 40 percent 
to 50 percent (on a weekly basis), the total number of trucks needed for 
single-family curbside will increase from 14 to IS, including 30 percent 
spares. Capital and labor costs are associated with the operation of 
these trucks, and two additional laborers would be required at the MRF to 
process the additional materials. 

The additional materials would increase the revenue stream to 
$866,000 per year, at the prices used in the baseline analysis, bringing 
the net annual costs to $2.5 million. Total capital costs of the program 
would increased to $7.1 million. It should be noted, however, that this 
additional diversion would violate the put-or-pay commitment by 40,000 
tons in the year of the greatest potential deficit (1995), resulting in 
a payment of $1. 2 mi 11 i on to the WTE plant operator in that year for 
tonnage not delivered, if other tonnage is not secured. 

1393-01-1106 3-4 
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2/24/90 
TABLE 3-7 

ARLINGTON I ALEXANDRIA RECYCLING PLAN 
ECONOMIC SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

ARLINGTON COUNTY HIGH PARTICIPATION PROJECTION 

COSTS AND REVENUES (1) 
COMPONENT EXISTING PROPOSED TOTAL 

CAPITAL COSTS, all programs 

ANNUAL COSTS (2) 
SINGLE-FAMILY CURBSIDE 
MULTI-FAMILY 
DROP-OFFS 
YARD WASTE PROCESSING 
AND COLLECTION 

OFFICE MATERIALS AND 
OTHER COMMERCIAL 

MATERIALS RECOVERY 
FACILITY (MRF) 

TOTAL ANNUAL COST 

ANNUAL REVENUES 
NET ANNUAL REVENUES 

AVOIDED COSTS 
AVOIDED DISPOSAL COST (6) 

NET ANNUAL COST 

$0 $4,116,000 

$0 (3) $986,000 
$0 (4) $101,000 

$57,000 (3) $0 

$544,000 (3) $623,000 

$0 $106,000 

$0 $611,000 

$601,000 $2,427,000 

$29,000 (3) $576,000 

$518,000 $427,000 

i'6i'Al;(H'" , "'i$54;OOO\(ii$1A24,ooo' 

""".' ••• Cq§TegRT9NB~§X¢4~R(~)ii.' ••• ""'.' 
NOTES: 
1. ALL COSTSIREVENUESSTATED IN 1_ DOLLARS. 
2. ANNUAL COSTS INCLUDE AMORTIZED CAPITAL 
3. AS REPORTED BY ARLINGTON COUNTY STAFF. 
4. EXISTING COSTS ARE IN THE PRIVATE SECTOR. 
5. BASED ON DIVERSION OF 54,191 TPY. 
6. AVOIDED COSTS ACCRUING ONLY TO THE JURISDICTIONS, CALCULATED 

USING THE CURRENT TIPPING FEE OF $29.37 FOR 32,166 TONS. 
7. DROP-OFF CENTERS WOULD BE EXPANDED DURING THE PILOT STUDY, so NO 

ADDITIONAL PROGRAMS ARE PROPOSED. 
8. MRF COSTS ARE ALLOCATED BASED ON INPUT OF 10,518 TONS FROM ARLINGTON 

AND 8,983 TONS FROM ALEXANDRIA TO THE PUBLICLY OWNED MRF. 

(7) 

(8) 

$4,116,000 

$986,000 
$101,000 

$57,000 

$1,167,000 

$106,000 

$611,000 

$3,028,000 

$605,000 

$945,000 

'$1 ;478,000 

$27 
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2124/90 TABLE 3-8 

ARLINGTON I ALEXANDRIA RECYCLING PLAN 
ECONOMIC SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

ALEXANDRIA HIGH PARTICIPATION PROJECTION 

COSTS AND REVENUES (1) 

COMPONENT EXISTING PROPOSED TOTAL 

CAPITAL COSTS, all programs 

ANNUAL COSTS (2) 
SINGLE-FAMILY CURBSIDE 
MULTI-FAMILY 
DROP-OFFS 
YARD WASTE PROCESSING 
AND COLLECTION 
OFFICE MATERIALS AND 

OTHER COMMERCIAL 
MATERIALS RECOVERY 

FACILITY (MRF) 

TOTAL ANNUAL COST 

ANNUAL REVENUES 
NET ANNUAL REVENUES 

AVOIDED COSTS 
AVOIDED DISPOSAL COST (6) 

NET ANNUAL COST 

NOTES: 

$0 

$95,000 (3) 
$0 (4) 

$2,000 (3) 

$144,000 (3) 

$0 

$0 

$241,000 

$18,000 (3) 

$214,000 

1, ALL COSTS/REVENUES STATED IN 1_ DOLLARS. 
2. ANNUAL COSTS INCLUDE AMORTIZED CAPITAL. 

$2,991,000 

$589,000 
$68,000 

$0 (8) 

$407,000 

$70,000 

$407,000 (9) 

$1,541,000 

$243,000 

$262,000 

3. BASED UPON TONNAGE AND COST DATA PROVIDED BY THE ALEXANDRIA STAFF. 
4. EXISTING COSTS ARE IN THE PRIVATE SECTOR. 
5. BASED ON DIVERSION OF 27.803 TPY. 
6. AVOIDED COSTS ACCRUING ONLY TO THE JURISDICTIONS. CALCULATED 

USING THE CURRENT TIPPING FEE OF m.37 FOR 16.206 TONS. 
7. THE CITY PREVIOUSLY RECEIVED $2OITON FOR NEWSPAPER. THESE REVENUES. ALONG WITH 

AVOIDED TIPPING FEES. RESULTED IN A NET SAVINGS TO THE CITY. 
8. DROP-OFF CENTERS WOULD BE EXPANDED DURING THE PILOT STUDY. so NO 

ADDITIONAL PROGRAMS ARE PROPOSED. 
9. MRF COSTS ARE ALLOCATED BASED ON INPUT OF 10.518 TONS FROM ARLINGTON 

AND 6.983 TONS FROM ALEXANDRIA TO THE PUBLICLY OWNED MRF. 

$2,991,000 

$684,000 
$68,000 
$2,000 

$551,000 

$70,000 

$407,000 

$1,782,000 

$261,000 

$476,000 

$1;045,000 . 

$38 
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!FERROUS METALS 
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TABLE 2-7 
ARLINGTON 1 ALEXANDRIA RECYCLING PROGRAM 

SUMMARY OF DIVERSION 
ARLINGTON COUNTY 

HIGH PARTICIPATION PROGRAM 

ESTIMATED 

MSW 
COMPO MULTI

FAMILY 

DROP- YARD WHITE TOTAL I OFFICE 

SITION (1) I FAMILY OFF WASTE GOODS RESI- MATERIAL 

8.6 2.2 2.0 0,3 0.0 0.0 4;4 0.0 
10.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.O.p.Q 0.8 
2S.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0>"0.9 3.1 

9.0 0.5 0.3 0.0 0.0 o.oa;i! 0.0 
14.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 7.6 o.ons 0.0 
4.4 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.7»\1 0.0 
1.6 0.1 0.1 0,0 0.0 0.0 ,,' "0;2 0.0 
7.4 0.4 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0;7, 0.0 

17.6 0.0 Q& Q& Q& Q&OlO Q& 

3.4 2.8 0.4 7.6 0.71<\:,8 3.9 

L "," c':' r 

HIGH DIVERSION CALCULATED ACCORDING TO DRAFT STATE REGULATIONS lSI 22.4 

1. Assumes Residential 1 Commercial split 0170/30. 
2. Includes textiles, rubber, non-ferrous metals other than aluminum, and ceramics. 
3. Recovery is stated as a percentage of a given material in both jurisdictions. 
4. Diversion represents percentage of combined Arlington 1 Alexandria MSW. 
5. Assumes 70 percent of commercial solid waste is recyclable material. 
6. Columns and rows may not add up due to rounding. 

c (:',."--

MATERIALS

SPECIFIC 

RECOVERY(3) 

"OF 

51.2 
12.4 
14.2 

8.9 
54.S 
27.3 
18.8 
12.2 
0.0 

1---' 
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ESTIMATED 

MSW 

COMPO- SINGLE- MULTI-

c, r:- [~ [ r-: ,-' 

TABLE 2-8 
ARLINGTON/ALEXANDRIA RECYCLING PROGRAM 

SUMMARY OF DIVERSION 
CITY OF ALEXANDRIA 

HIGH PARTICIPATION PROGRAM, 

i}",.·'·,'/:'(~l'otlol··MSW\·}> . 
DROP- YARD WHITE TOTAL OFFICE OTHER 

[_.- r- ---: 

. <lliM,¥~jililtj 

SITION(1) FAMILY FAMILY OFF WASTE GOODS RESI- MATERIAL COMMER- COMMER- lH~t~8!ff::m@~j 

MATERIAL ~TOTAlMSW CURBSIDE DENTIAL 

8,6 1.4 1,5 0,4 0,0 

~:~i. {i~:~ 10.5 0.0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
26.8 0,0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0,0 .:., .. :,.9:9 

9,0 0,2 0.2 0,0 0,0 ~:~ir~]i ' WASTES 14,1 0,0 0,0 0,0 3,1 
METALS 4,4 0,1 0.1 0,0 0,0 ~:~i~:~ 1,6 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 

7.4 0,2 0,2 0.0 0,0 0,0 ·<0,4 
17.6 0,0 0,0 .M 0,0 0,0· (rO 

1, Assumas Rasldenliall Commercial spill of 70/30, 
2, Includas textllas, rubber, non-ferrous metals other than aluminum, and ceramics, 
3, Recovery Is stated as a percentage of a given material in both juriscictlons, 
4, Diversion reprasents percentage of combined Arlington / Alexandria MSW, 
5, Assumes 70 percent of commercial solid waste is recyclable material, 
6, Columns and rows may not add up due to rounding, 

CIAL 

0,0 0,0 
0,2 0,3 
0,9 0.4 
0,0 0,0 
0,0 0,3 
0,0 0.1 
0,0 0,0 
0,0 0,1 ,', 
0,0 0,0,' 

1,2 

REGULATIONS (5) 11,5 

1.--:--:: r-: r=' 

SPECIFIC 

"OF 

38,4 
4,8 
5,2 
5,6 

24.1 
18,2 

6,3 
6,8 
0,0 
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ESTIMATED 
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TABLE 2-9 
ARLINGTON 1 ALEXANDRIA RECYCLING PROGRAM 

SUMMARY OF DIVERSION 
COMBINED ARLINGTON 1 ALEXANDRIA 

HIGH PARTICIPATION PROGRAM 

c: r-"- r 

MSW .{%T;';~IMSwf·.·. ····.·.···{./·.····/ ••• ·Iri.iJlifiiilMillill 
COMPO- SINGLE- MULTI-

SITION (1) FAMILY FAMILY OFF WASTE GOODS RESI- I MATERIAL COMMER- COMMER-I!UU;flli1J!tlBi 
CURBSIDE DENTIAL CIAL CIAL "$.T01'i~!n.l$W 

NEWSPRINT 8.6 3.6 3.4 0.7 0,,0 0.0· ...... 7.7 0.0 0,,0 
10.5 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 ••· .• ·0.1 1.0 0.8 
26.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0/'0:0 . 4.0 1.2 

PLASTICS 9.0 0.7 0.5 0.1 0.0 0.0 'j,s 0.0 0.0 
WASTES 14.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.6 0.0 ' ••• J9,6 0.0 0.4 

FERROUS METALS 4.4 0.3 0.2 0.0 0.0 1.3 "'8.' 0.0 0.1 
1.6 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 .. 0;.;3 0.0 0.1 
7.4 0.6 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0" . Jd 0.0 0.3 

17.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
c-,,·· .. 

. . 
100.0 5.3 4.7 0.9 10.6 1.3 . 22.9 5.0 

HIGH PARTICIPATION DIVERSION CALCULATED ACCORDING TO DRAFT STATE REGULATIONS 7 

1. Assumes Residential 1 Commercial split 01 70/30. 
2. Includes textiles, rubber, non-Ierrous metals other than aluminum, and ceramics. 
3. Recovery is stated as a percentage of a given material in both jurisdictions. 
4. Diversion represents percentage of combined Arlington 1 Alexandria MSW. 
5. Assumes 70 percent of commercial solid waste is recyclable material. 
6. Columns and rows may not add up due to rounding. 

c i-- r 

SPECIFIC 

"OF 

MATERIAL 

89.6 
17.5 
19.3 
14.1 
78.0 
43.7 
26.4 
18.5 
0.0 
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commercial generators. Assuming that waste from the study area is 70 
percent residential and 30 percent commercial, and that commercial waste 
is 70 percent recyclable materials, the denominator becomes 242,980 tons, 
and the estimated baseline program diversion rate becomes approximately 
25 percent, while the high participation diversion would be approximately 
34 percent. These calculations indicate that the program, as planned, has 
the potential to meet the State goal of 25 percent recycling by 1995. 

An early iteration of the proposed regulations included a credit 
toward the diversion goal for jurisdictions with existing WTE facilities. 
The credit was for up to one-third of the actual recycl ing rate, as 
calculated using the method in the regulations. Based on a calculated 
diversion of 25 percent, the WTE credit would be 8 percent, bringing the 
total diversion allowed by the proposed regulation to 33 percent. This 
value exceeds the State-mandated 1995 goal of 25 percent diversion. Later 
versions of the regulations have omitted a WTE credit, but do provide a 
variance procedure that could be used to address the issue of compliance 
with State recycling goals if necessary. This issue is still being 
discussed as the final regulations are developed. 

Put-or-Pay Commitment - The existing waste-to-energy operating 
agreement requires that a minimum of 225,000 tons per year be delivered 
to the facility or the jurisdictions must pay the equivalent tipping fees 
to offset lost energy and tipping fee revenues. Taking into account the 
timing of the program components and the projected effect of phasing-in 
new participants in the components, the projected diversion of 
approximately 61,000 tons from the WTE facility will create a shortfall 
of approximately 19,000 tons in 1995. Figure 2-4 shows that shortfalls 
will probably occur between 1992 and 2005. The jurisdictions would be 
within the terms of their contract to make up the deficit by accepting 
waste from outside the jurisdiction if they desire to do so. Financial 
consequences of the possible shortfall will be discussed in Chapter 3. 

2.4 ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES 
Changes in the composition of the MSW going to the WTE facility, that 

result from recycling, impact the higher heating value (HHV) and ash 
generation rate, as well as the estimated chemical content including 

1393-01-1106 2-8 
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ARLINGTON - ALEXANDRIA RECYCLING PLAN 
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constituents such as cadmium (Cd), lead (Pb), mercury (Hg), nitrogen (N), 
sulfur (S) and chlorine (Cl). These factors were analyzed in the Phase 
IB report, but the modifications to Scenario 2 cause slight changes in the 
outcome of the calculations. Additional analyses were performed to 
provide a comparison' of the post-recycling concentrations of the 
constituents in addition to total mass. The values shown in Table 2-10 
are based on approximate values of the constituents in the estimated waste 
compositions before and after material diversion as projected in the 
baseline analysis. The calculations should not be interpreted to imply 
a greater degree of accuracy than is possible with the available data 
regarding composition and chemical content which exhibits some degree of 
vari abil i ty. 

Heating Value - The heating value of post-recycling waste is 
projected to increase from an estimated 5,600 BTU/lb MSW to a heating 
value of 5,700 BTU/lb. When the reduced tonnage is taken into account, 
the projected feed rate drops from 340 million to 270 million BTU/hour. 

Ash Generation - Recycling is projected to increase the ash 
generation from 19 percent to 21 percent of incoming weight. The 
reduction in MSW tonnage results in a reduction in the total tonnage of 
ash from the pre-recycling tonnage of 52,000 to 44,000 tpy. 

Heavy Metals - Reductions in cadmium, lead and mercury mass loadings 
are projected as follows: cadmium, from 540 to 470 lbs/year, lead from 
25,000 to 21,000 lbs/year, and mercury from 11 to 9 lbs/year. The 
concentrations of these constituents in the MSW waste stream change from 
1.0 parts per million (ppm) to 1.1 ppm for cadmium, from 47 ppm to 49 ppm 
for lead, and mercury remains essentially constant at 0.02 ppm. 

Nitrogen. Sulfur. Chlorine - Total amounts of these constituents are 
projected to decrease from current levels as follows: nitrogen from 830 
to 740 tpy, sulfur from 210 to 160 tpy, and chlorine from 1,100 to 940 
tpy. Concentrations changes are projected as follows: the nitrogen 
concentration decreases from 3,100 to 2,800 ppm, a decrease 'in sulfur 
concentration from 800 to 600 ppm, and a decrease in chlorine 
concentration from 4,000 to 3,500 ppm. Nitrogen amounts and 
concentrations will fluctuate in response to seasonal variations in yard 
waste loads. 

1393-01-1106 2-9 
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TABLE 2-10 
ARLINGTON/ALEXANDRIA RECYCLING PLAN 

'-' 
RECYCLING IMPACTS ON FUEL CHARACTERISTICS 

, I PRE-RECYCLING POST-RECYCLING DIFFERENCE LJ 

i -j HEAT CONTENT 
I , BTU/POUND MSW 5,600 5,700 100 . , 

'-' 
MILLION BTU/HR 340 270 -70 

.. . 
i , 
: ' ASH 
L.....: 

PERCENTMSW 19 21 2 
f'l TONIYEAR 52,000 43,000 -9000 

I 
u 

CADMIUM 

.. ' POUNDSlYEAR 540 470 -70 
! ! 

PARTS PER MILLION 1 1.1 0.1 ! I 

~ 

LEAD 
POUNDSlYEAR 25,000 21,000 -4000 

:.......i PARTS PER MILLION 47 49 2 

.- 1 

MERCURY 
'w POUNDSIYEAR 11 9 -2 

PARTS PER MILLION 0.02 0.02 0 
i 
L NITROGEN 

POUNDSlYEAR 830 740 -90 
,-l 

'i i PARTS PER MILLION 3,100 2,800 -300 
'--' 

SULFUR 
! -l 

POUNDSlYEAR 210 160 -50 , 

i 
~ PARTS PER MILLION 800 600 -200 

CHLORINE 
L.....; POUNDSlYEAR 1,100 940 -160 

PARTS PER MILLION 4,000 3,500 -500 

,~ 

, , 
~' 
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This analysis indicates that recycling programs, by virtue of their 
mass diversion of waste, can reduce the mass of metals and acid-forming 
compounds being input to a waste-to-energy facility. Of interest, 
however, is that the waste remaining after a multi-material recycling 
program contains concentrations of metal s and acid-formers which are 
roughly the same or, in some cases, marginally higher than the original 
waste. This demonstrates the ubiquitous nature of these constituents. 
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3.0 ECONOMIC ANALYSIS· 

3.1 PROGRAM BUDGET 
A budget was developed for the costs and revenues associated with the 

recycling program. Tables 3-1 and 3-2 summarize, separately, the 
Arlington and Alexandria program costs and revenues that are borne by or 
accrue to the public sector. Table 3-3 summarizes· combined program costs 
and revenues. Detailed cost projections are provided in Appendix A. The 
projections reflect the modifications made by the Recycling Subcommittee 
to Scenario 2, developed in Phase 1B of this study. Specifically, costs 
projections for the multi-family and commercial program components have 
been reduced because of the decreased publ ic role in the operation of 
these services. To provide some support for private initiatives in these 
program areas, $100,000 was included in both of the component budgets 
specifically for public relations assistance, promotion and incentives. 
This is intended to provide narrowly focused promotion aimed at rallying 
support· of generators and private sector service providers. If, after a 
period of evaluation, increased public sector involvement is warranted, 
the budgets for multi-family and commercial source separation will 
approach those developed in Scenario 2 of Phase lB. A mandatory ordinance 
should substantially increases participation. 

Existing costs were estimated using actual costs provided by City and 
County staff. In the detailed cost projections (Appendix A) total costs 
of the program were developed and existing costs subtracted to project the 
proposed additional costs. In some. program components, no existing costs 
are shown because they are borne by the private sector. Avoided tipping 
fees were calculated only for the tonnage that the public sector would 
have been responsible for disposing of had it not been recycled. 
Specifically, this includes material collected in the single-family 
curbside collection, dropoff centers, yard waste and white goods 
co 11 ecti on. 

Combined capital costs for the proposed program are projected to be 
approximately $6.6 million. This includes equipment and facilities for 
collection and processing, but excludes the costs associated with 
purchasing any sites. Total (gross) annual costs, which include amortized 

1393-01-1106 3-1 
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2124/90 
TABLE 3-1 

ARLINGTON I ALEXANDRIA RECYCLING PLAN 
BASELINE CONCEPTUAL ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 

ARLINGTON COUNTY ECONOMIC SUMMARY 

COSTS AND REVENUES (1) 
COMPONENT EXISTING PROPOSED 

CAPITAL COSTS. all programs $0 $3.915,000 

ANNUAL COSTS (2) 
SINGLE-FAMILY CURBSIDE $0 (3) $931,000 
MULTI-FAMILY $0 (4) $101,000 
DROP-OFFS $57,000 (3) $0 (7) 
YARD WASTE PROCESSING 
AND COLLECTION $544,000 (3) $588,000 
OFFICE MATERIALS AND 

OTHER COMMERCIAL $0 $106,000 
MATERIALS RECOVERY 

FACILITY (MRF) $0 $593,000 (8) 

TOTAL ANNUAL COST $601,000 $2,319,000 

ANNUAL REVENUES 
NET ANNUAL REVENUES $29,000 (3) $340,000 

AVOIDED COSTS 
AVOIDED DISPOSAL COST (6) $518,000 $316,000 

NET ANNUAL COST 
TOi'AU························· ··<······{·$54;666> . ··············.·$1 ;663;000'· 

...• C9s:J~~RT9NREgyqtM(§i<i··.· . 
NOTES: 
1. ALL COSTS/REVENUES STATED IN 1990 DOLLARS. 
2. ANNUAL COSTS INCLUDE AMORTIZED CAPITAL. 
3. AS REPORTED BY ARLINGTON COUNTY STAFF. 
4. EXISTING COSTS ARE IN THE PRIVATE SECTOR. 
5. BASED ON DIVERSION OF 41 ,77npy. 
6. AVOIDED COSTS ACCRUING ONLY TO THE JURISDICTIONS, CALCULATED 

USING THE CURRENT TIPPING FEE OF $29.37 FOR 28,_ TONS. 
7. DROP-OFF CENTERS WOULD BE EXPANDED DURING THE PILOT STUDY. so NO 

ADDITIONAL PROGRAMS ARE PROPOSED. 
8. MRF COSTS ARE ALLOCATED BASED ON INPUT OF 8,876 TONS FROM ARLINGTON 

AND 5,415 TONS FROM ALEXANDRIA TO THE PUBLICLY OWNED MRF, AS ILLUSTRATED IN 
FIGURES 2-1,2-2 AND 2-3. 

TOTAL 

$3,915,000 

$931,000 
$101,000 

$57,000 

$1,132,000 

$106,000 

$593,000 

$2,920,000 

$369,000 

$834,000 

$1;717,000 

$41 
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public facility. These factors should be considered before the MRF is 
constructed so that the facility is sized properly. 

If private collectors do use the public MRF, a schedule of tipping 
fees and payments should be established. For mixed loads of recyclables, 
a tipping fee should be charged. For segregated loads of high value 
recyclables, a buyback arrangement should be made. This would encourage 
greater private sector participation and boost diversion rates. The exact 
"deal" for any given load will be a function of current market conditions 
and the content of the load. 

Labor and capital requi rements for the Arl i ngton and Al exandri a 
program are shown in Table 2-2 and 2-3. 

2.3 DIVERSION 
Calculations of diversion from planned recycling programs are, of 

necessity, based upon a series of assumptions. In this analysis these 
assumptions were as follows: 

Targeted Generators 

Participation 

Effectiveness 

The targeting assumption is the percentage of a given generator 
segment that will be offered a recycling program. For certain programs, 
such as single-family curbside, this fac~or is relatively easy to 
estimate. For other programs, such as drop-off centers and certain 
commercial programs, the target population is not certain. 

Part icipat ion is that percentage of targeted generators who will 
recycle at least once per month. This factor is material-specific. 
People generally participate at a higher rate in newspaper programs as 
opposed to multi-material programs which require more effort. 

Effectiveness is the percentage of a given 
participating generator will separate. This 

material that a 
factor is very 

material-specific. Effectiveness also is an expression of the percentage 
of an overall material which is included in the program. For instance, 

1393-01-1106 2-6 
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PROGRAM: 

Single-family -

Multi-family -

Yard Waste 
Processing -

Office & Commercial 
Materials -

Processing 
Facllilies (2) -

r-: [-~ [-- L~-: I··~ [::- [--, r- .-: 

TABLE 2-2 

ARLINGTON/ALEXANDRIA 

[ C": 

RECYCLING IMPLEMENTATION PLAN 
ARLINGTON COUNTY LABOR & CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS 

t" I:-~ [ 

LABOR {# OF PERSONNEL} CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS 

Administrative Operational Sile Requiremenls Vehicles Equipment 

1 10 --- 9 3O-cy collection vehicles 27,720 Household conlainers 

1 0 --- --- ---

(Existing 
0.5 personnel) 1 a-acre sile (1) --- 1 Windrow lurner (Shared) 

1 Tub grinder (Shared) 
1 Front-end loader 

1 0 --- --- ---

1.5 7 1 3-acre site 2 Forklifts 1 Baler 
1 Processing building 2 Conveyors 

(20,000 SF) 1 Glass crusher 

r-: 

1 Truck storage building 1 Magnetic separalorJllatlenerlblower 
(3500 SF) 1 Scale 

1 Fronl-end loader 

TOTAL 5, 17 

NOTES: 
1. Assumes continued use of existing site. 
2. All personnel and equipmenl are aliocaled 10 Arlington for planning purposes; however, the costs will be shared by both jurisdictions. 

r 
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PROGRAM: 

Single-family -

Muttl-famlly -

Yard Waste 
PrOCessing -

OffICe & Commercial 
Materials -

Processing 

Facilities (2) -

TotAL .-.. I 

NOTES: 

r r~: I __ ~.~~ 1 .. C~~ L~ l-~-': [--~ r r--~ c:: [ 

TABLE 2-3 
ARLINGTON/ALEXANDRIA 

RECYCLING IMPLEMENTATION PLAN 

CITY OF ALEXANDRIA LABOR & CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS 

LABOR {N OF PERSONNEL} CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS. 

Administrative Operational Site Requirements Vehicles Equipment 

1 6 --- 5 3O-cy collection vehicles 18,900 Household containers 

1 0 --- --- ---

(Existing 
0.5 personnel) 1 7-acre site (1) --- 1 Windrow turner (Shared) 

1 Tub grinder (Shared) 
1 Front-end loader 

0.5 0 --- --- ---

0 0 --- --- ---

3 > ... 6 

1. Assumes use 01 new Site. 

2. All personnel and equipment are allocated to Arlington for planning purposes; however, the costs will be shared by both jurisdictions. 

1 _ 
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plastic soft drink (PET) and milk jugs (HDPE) -may be included in the 
program but represent only a portion of total plastics. 

The results of the program will be a function of targeting, 
participation and effectiveness. The values used in this analysis are 
based upon experi ence with other programs. They are, however, merely 
estimates. Actual results could vary substantially. 

A baseline estimate of diversion has been performed for both 
Arlington and Alexandria. The results of the baseline analysis are shown 
in Tables 2-4 and 2-5 and the results of the combined programs are shown 
in Table 2-6. These tables present diversion as a percentage of total 
municipal solid waste from both jurisdictions at full-scale 
implementation. The programs in Arlington are estimated to divert 
approximately 16 percent while Alexandria programs are estimated to divert 
an additional 7 percent for a combined diversion of 23 percent. 

These baseline estimates result in an overall diversion of 
approximately 61,000 tons per year of recyclables. The assumptions used 
in this analysis relative to participation and effectiveness are probably 
conservative considering the proposed mandatory status of the program. 
However, because of uncertainties regarding enforcement and the lack of 
control in the multi-family and commercial sectors, these estimates were 
used in the economic analysis. 

Because participation co.uld, however, be higher than estimated in the 
baseline analysis, another diversion estimate was performed. The high 
participation diversion estimate represents an optimistic appraisal of 
program results. Results of this analysis are shown in Tables 2-7, 2-8 
and 2-9 and project a diversion of 20 percent in Arlington, II-percent in 
Alexandria and 31 percent (82,000 tons per year) overall. While the 
assumptions in the high participation analysis are somewhat optimistic, 
they are also within the range of possibility given a mandatory program. 

State Recycling Regulations - Recycling regulations proposed by the 
Virginia Department of Waste Management include a method for calculating 
diversion that is somewhat more elaborate than the straight reduction 
calculated above. The proposed method of calculating diversion uses the 
percentage reduction from total residential wastestream for residential 
generators and the percentage reduct i on from recyc 1 ab 1 e materi a 1 s for 

1393-01-1106 2-7 
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2125/90 TABLE 2-4 
ARLINGTON 1 ALEXANDRIA RECYCLING PROGRAM 

SUMMARY OF DIVERSION 
ARLINGTON COUNTY 

FULL-SCALE PROGRAM 

I 
ESTIMATED 

MSW 

COMPO- SINGLE- MULTI- DROP- YARD WHITE 

SITION 11) FAMILY FAMILY OFF WASTE GOODS 

CURBSIDE DENTIAL I 

NEWSPRINT B.6 2.1 1.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 • ,·3,3 0.0 
10.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ····6:0 0.5 

PAPER 26.B 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0·· iro 2.1 
PLASTICS 9.0 0.3 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0$ 0.0 

14.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.8 0.0 .i 6:8 0.0 
FERROUS METALS 4.4 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.7 . ().~ 0.0 

1.6 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 
GLASS 7.4 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 .0;4 0.0 
OTHER (2) 17.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

100.0 2.7 1.4 0.4 6.8 0.7 :12;Q 2.5 

TO DRAFT STATE REGULATIONS (5) 

1. Assumes Residential 1 Commercial split of 70/30. 
2. Includes textiles, rubber, non-Ierrous metals other than aluminum, and ceramics. 
3. Recovery is stated as a percentage of a given material in both jurisdictions. 
4. Diversion represents percentage of combined Arlington 1 Alexandria MSW. 
5. Assumes 70 percenl 01 commercial solid waste is recyclable material. 
6. Columns and rows may not add up due to rounding. 

C' r"~· c: 

CIAL 

17. 

[' 

MATERIALS

SPECIFIC 

I 

J RECOVERY(3) 

"OF 

MATERIAl 

38.4 
7.6 
9.0 
5.6 

48.9 
22.7 
12.5 
6.8 
0.0 
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2125/90 TABLE 2-5 
ARLINGTON 1 ALEXANDRIA RECYCLING PROGRAM 

IYARDIWOOD WASTES 

ALEXANDRIA 

ESTIMATED 1/' 

MSW 

COMPO- SINGLE-

SITION (1, FAMILY 

8.6 
10.5 
26.8 
9.0 

14.1 
4.4 
1.6 
7.4 

17.6 

100.0 

CURBSIDE 

1.4 
0.0 
0.0 
0.1 
0.0 
0.1 
0.0 
0.1 
0.0 

1.8 

FAMILY 

1.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.1 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.1 
0.0 

1.2 

OFF 

0.1 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
Q& 

0.2 

SUMMARY OF DIVERSION 
CITY OF ALEXANDRIA 

FULL-SCALE PROGRAM 

YARD 

WASTE GOODS 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
2.3 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 ',' 
0.0 " 
0.0 
0.0 "" 

DIVERSION CALCULATED ACCORDING TO DRAFT STATE 

1. Assumes Residential 1 Commercial split of 70/30. 
2. Includes textiles. rubber. non-ferrous metals other than aluminum. and 'ceramics. 
3. Recovery is stated as a percentage of a given material in both jurisdictions. 
4. Diversion represents percentage of combined Arlington 1 Alexandria MSW. 
5. Assumes 70 percent of commercial solid waste is recyclable material. 
6. Columns and rows may not add up due to rounding. 

0.0 
0.1 
0.6 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

0.8 

CIAL 

i' [~ [= 

8.0 

roo ,. 
- _-.1 

29.1 
3.8 
3.0 
3.3 

17.7 
9.1 
6.3 
4.1 
0.0 
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2125/90 TABLE 2-6 
ARLINGTON I ALEXANDRIA RECYCLING PROGRAM 

SUMMARY OF DIVERSION 
COMBINED ARLINGTON I ALEXANDRIA 

FULL-SCALE PROGRAM 

WASTES 
METALS 

ESTIMATED lii\ /"("': 
MSW 

COMPO
SITION (1) I FAMILY 

CURBSIDE 

8.6 3,5 
10.5 0.0 
26.8 0.0 
9.0 0.4 

14.1 0.0 
4.4 0.2 
1.6 0.1 
7.4 0.4 

17.6 0.0 

100.0 4.5 

FAMILY OFF 

2.0 0.4 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.3 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.1 0.0 
0.1 0.0 
0.2 0.0 
0.0 0.0 

2.7 0.5 

DIVERSION CALCULATED ACCORDING TO DRAFT STATE 

1. Assumes Residential I Commercial split of 70/30. 

0.0 0.0/~,8. 
0.0 O.OiLi .p.O 
0.0 0.0 '(':'0:0 
0.0 ~:~~;i. 9.1 
0.0 0.9 i '.1,2 
0.0 0.0 . 0;2 
0.0 0.0 · •. ···0;] 

M 0.0 ··()'O 

2. Includes textiles, rubber, non-ferrous metals other than aluminum, and ceramics. 
3. Recovery is stated as a percentage of a given material in both jurisdictions. 
4. Diversion represents percentage of combined Arlington I Alexandria MSW. 
5. Assumes 70 percent of commercial solid waste is recyclable material. 
6. Columns and rows may not add up due to rounding. 

0.0 
0.6 
2.7 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0,0 
0.0 
0.0 

r r-:-: L 

25.2 

r: r~~'~ 

SPECIFIC 

"OF 

67.4 
12.4 
12.2 
8.0 

66.5 
30.3 
17.6 
11.5 
0.0 

c 


